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In EDUC411/412 this term, we have studied theory and best practices related to literacy in the content areas. You learned 
how to design effective instruction strategies to address specific student literacy needs and enhance student reading 
comprehension. You offered presentations on specific literacy strategies for making reading purposeful and meaningful to all 
students.  Now that the term is done, I hope you feel confident that you have myriad strategies, handouts, and resources to 
use when you have your own classroom of literacy challenges. I hope you are convinced that you know how to TEACH literacy 





Connected to prior knowledge and skill, and understand 
How people read effectively. 
 
This Tackle Box strategy book was researched and written by you and your classmates. Like a tackle box, it is full of lures, 
hooks and bait to help you reel in your students, as they work with any text in your classroom. There are many strategies 
because different schools of fish require different lures or bait.  Some days you will need to recast your line multiple times or 
move your boat closer to the riverbank to fish in different water. I hope you will find this tackle box of strategies useful gear 









3-2-1 by Emily Brooks 
Sources: 
Sandhu, Michael. “3-2-1.” The Teacher Toolkit, www.theteachertoolkit.com/index.php/tool/3-2-1. 
Wormeli, Rick with Dedra Stafford. Summarization in Any Subject: 60 Innovative, Tech-Infused  
Strategies for Deeper Student Learning. 2nd Edition. ASCD, 2019.  
What: This strategy provides a structure for students to self-monitor their comprehension and summarize 
their learning. The idea is to give students an individual chance to rethink a reading or event in the lesson 
in order to focus on close reading skills. Often teachers use this strategy in place of the usual worksheet 
questions on a chapter reading, and when students come to class the next day, you're able to use their 
responses to check for comprehension (Wormeli).  
How: Students write down three things they learned from the lesson, two things that they found 
interesting and that they’d like to learn more about, and then one question they still have about the 
material. This can be differentiated in so many ways but should always end with a review. Reviewing the 
student’s responses will help you check for comprehension, develop future lessons, and determine if some 
of the material needs to be taught again (Wormeli).  
Why: One benefit to using a 3-2-1 strategy is the ability to utilize the student responses to develop future 
lessons. Usually the students are more engaged when the lesson is based on the ideas that they found, that 
they addressed, and that they brought to class. Another benefit is that the 3-2-1 strategy is a great way to 
practice summarization, a common skill addressed in literacy strategies. When students can self-monitor 
their comprehension, it helps them keep track of information in their heads. Lastly, by collecting and 
analyzing the 3-2-1 worksheets, teachers can take an in-depth look at trends in learning, individual 
comprehension, and big areas of need.  
When: 3-2-1 strategies can be used in a variety of formats during or after a lesson. Using a 3-2-1 
worksheet as an understand check or as a way for students to record their thoughts are two great examples 
of how to use this strategy during reading. They can also be used as a review tool or as an exit slip at the 
end of the class period. The simplicity and versatility of the 3-2-1 method allow it to be differentiated to 
any part of a lesson.   
Variations: There are hundreds of combinations of tasks for the 3-2-1 strategy, but there also different 
areas that they can address. The Teacher Toolkit website listed types of 3-2-1 examples that focused on 
something other than comprehension. Some of these were a compare and contrast 3-2-1 where students 
record three similarities between two items, two differences, and one question they still have about them. 
Another example was a reading 3-2-1 where students record three of the most important ideas from the 
text, two supporting details for each of the ideas, and one question they have about each of the ideas. 
Lastly, a pyramid 3-2-1 is another option that was referenced. Here students create a triangle and divide it 
into three sections horizontally. In the bottom section, the students record three things they learned for the 
day. In the middle section, the students record two questions they have. In the top section, the students 




Name:______________________________   Date:______________________    Period:______________ 
 
3-2-1 Check 
Directions: After reading the article about floodwalls in the Quad Cities, fill out this 3-2-1 check. Write 
down three new or interesting things you have learned from the reading, these could even be things you 
want to learn more about. Then write two things you are still unsure about from the reading, and one 
question have. We will be reviewing some of this material later!  
3 
Three new or interesting things I have learned… 
•    
•   
•  
2 












3-2-1 by Naomi Beckley 
Wormeli pp. 58-59 
Description:  
• What: A 3-2-1 is a listing and description activity where students must state a variety of facts, 
questions, or reasons in a chart. The first prompt will have three answers, the second prompt will 
have two answers, and the third prompt will have one answer. This activity can be done in many 
different from such as oral, written, or drawn and the style of prompts is also extremely broad. 
Different prompts may range from asking students what they learned in class to asking students for 
three negative impacts of climate change. Teachers can use a 3-2-1 as a formative assessment for a 
piece of text or a lesson.  
• How: A 3-2-1 can be done in multiple different formats, which means that it is applicable to many 
different learning circumstances. Essentially, teachers must decide on a prompt which can have 
three answers, a prompt which can have two answers, and a prompt which can have one answer. 
Ideally, all three prompts should be connected to each other either by the text or the lesson. One 
popular method is to have the prompts work from a broad topic to a specific topic. Then, teachers 
should decide whether they want to have the three prompts be written down, drawn, or discussed 
with the class or in a small group. Teachers may even decide to do all three of these.  
• Why: A 3-2-1 chart is an excellent recursive learning strategy. This is because it requires student to 
revisit a piece of text and list the main ideas or review sections of the text which may have been 
confusing. This allows students to increase recognition and recall for a piece of text. A 3-2-1 also 
helps students to organize a piece of text from large ideas to smaller ideas and will allow students 
to chunk the text into three main groups. A 3-2-1 will pique student interest when used as a 
previewing activity and will provide students an opportunity to connect with a piece of text. Finally, 
a 3-2-1 is a great strategy for clarifying a piece of text by identifying important ideas, themes, or 
questions.  
• When: This strategy is best completed after a reading in order to increase recursive learning for 
students. This will allow students to review and reflect on a reading which has already occurred. 
This strategy could also be done during a reading with students pausing to summarize pieces of the 
text. This strategy could also potentially be done before a reading as a previewing activity where 
students list ideas they have about the text. This would definitely pique student interest. However, I 
think that this strategy is best completed after a reading because it will allow students to rehearse 
the main ideas of a reading and increase comprehension.    
Variations:  
• English: Use this chart to summarize the main ideas, themes, or characters in a text.  
• History: Use a 3-2-1 to discuss the effects of a historical event.  
• French: Use this chart to list new vocabulary terms or work with cognates.  
• Science: Use a 3-2-1 to describe the effects of a phenomena or an experiment.  
• All: Use a 3-2-1 to help your students explain main ideas from a text that they understood or list any 
questions they may have.  
Works cited 
Wormeli, Rick. Stafford, Dedra. Summarization in any Subject: 60 Innovative, Tech-Infused Strategies for  






Name:                                                              Date:                             Period:                           
3-2-1 for The Little Prince 
Fill in the triangle below based on your interpretation of chapters 1-3 in The Little Prince. Make sure to list 
three examples of symbolism in the top section, two examples of simile/metaphor for the middle section, and 
one example of sensory detail in the bottom. Make sure to include the page number where you found the 
examples.   
 















    
     





Academic Journals by Stephen Lewis 
Strategy: Academic Journals/ Learning Log 
Source: Vacca 253-262 
What is it? Academic Journals as a whole are metacognitive practices in which students write their own 
thoughts down to produce ideas, record their own thoughts and learning process, and explore their own 
knowledge/understanding of a content area. Students interact with the information in the lesson and apply 
it to their own cognitive processes. 
How do you practice it? Students write in a notebook, loose paper, or prompted worksheet which allows 
multiple uses about their connection to the lesson, writing, or topic. As the topic is revisited and the 
lessons delve deeper into the content, students continue to write in their learning log to create a road map 
of their own understanding of the subject. Students track their learning, both with the new understandings 
they gain as well as the struggles they face along the way. 
Why use it? Students can use their own language to connect to the information from the lesson and make 
it their own. Having their personal understanding of a content area allows them to latch onto the 
information better and increases their understanding and retention of the information. Students who are 
less likely to share their cognitive processes out loud, whatever the reason may be, are able to track their 
own thoughts very well with this learning strategy. They are able to find their strengths and weaknesses 
and attend to them as they see fit without possibly facing the social aspect of sharing with the class. 
When should you use it? Learning logs are best used after a lesson due to their reflective nature, but the 
variations on the academic journal strategy have different properties that suggest being used during the 
reading/lesson. 
Variations:  
Response Journals: Record of what students feel and think as they read texts. 
Double-Entry Journals: An adaptation of the response journal which leaves a left column to put quotes, 





Name __________________________________   Date______________   Hour_______ 
Word Painting Learning Log 
After reading and talking about the examples provided in class, take a few minutes to reflect about the class 
today. Connect to your previous knowledge, how far you have come in understanding, and what you can 
improve on. If you are having trouble getting started, consider the questions below. Keep in mind that this is 
for your own roadmap of learning. This will not be collected, and it will not be shared with anyone else. We 
will be revisiting this in the future, so keep this log somewhere safe. 
Starting Questions: 
Can you think of any examples of word painting from popular music? Why are they considered word 
painting? How can you use this information outside of this class? 
 
Date What I already knew What I learned today What I still want to know 






Annotations by Katie Syer 
Vacca pg 291-294, Burke pg 213-215 
Brief Description/Summary: 
• What the strategy is: This strategy is a way for students to organize and understand text by looking at its 
structure, important concepts, and give students a way to voice their reactions and interpretations of text. It 
also keeps them engaged with the text.  
• How to do the strategy: There are many ways that annotations are taught. One thing to always tell your 
students no matter what strategy you use is that there are many different types of annotations. One way to 
go about it is to teach students the different types of “notes.” These include summary notes (condense 
main ideas into a simple statement), thesis notes (What is the main point of the text?), critical notes 
(reader’s reaction to thesis), and question notes (questions the text). Another way to go about annotation is 
to provide a key which certain shapes surrounding or noting a specific word/passage mean different things. 
Page 293 of Vacca shows an example of a key where there’s a rectangle surrounding content vocab, a 
triangle around difficult or confusing words, double underline for main ideas, single underline for 
supporting evidence, an arrow for procedural words, an asterisk for transition words, and a question mark 
for confusing information. Both methods could be used for various subjects, but the former seems to be for 
a deeper analysis of the text and the latter example seems to be for a basic gloss over of the text to try to 
gain more knowledge about a concept.  
• Why to do the strategy: Annotations support student’s understanding of concepts presented in a text by 
allowing them to organize their thoughts and stay engaged with the text. 
• When to do the strategy: Annotating text is a strategy students use during reading. 
• Variations: 
o In English, a teacher could have students read a text while annotating in a way that makes sense to 
them, and then have students discuss how they organized their annotations to see if they noted the 
same important material. 
o In History, students can use annotations to evaluate a primary sources, and it could help them find 
main points in articles for debates. Then in the debate they can explain the important details they 
find in the annotations. 
o In a foreign language, students could annotate a poem, using a key to notate what they know 
(words and phrases), and then write down what they think something means based off of what they 











Name:________________________________________________________   Period:_____________________ 
 
Text Annotation “Sound Ways--Literally--To Move and Filter Things” 
-excerpt of a blog post by Dan Garisto 
 
Directions: Using the key below, annotate the given excerpt from “Sound Ways--Literally--To Move and Filter 
Things” by Dan Garisto. 
 
• Underline key words and definitions ______________ 
o You do this because it makes it easier to find and identify key information  
• Put a question mark by confusing words or phrases ? 
o You do this to identify parts of the text that confuse you and that you may have questions on. 
This makes it easier to go back in the text to find questions you may have about it.  
• Box examples of concept ▢ 
o You do this because this can help you identify real-world applications of the concepts you are 
learning about. These examples help visualize the concepts and they may help you to understand 
and remember concepts.  
• Circle important details ⭖ 
o You do this because it is important to see connections between different words and concepts. 







Context Clues by Gavin Wink  
Source: Reading Strategies and Activities for the Social Studies Classroom: 45-48, 84 
What: The use of Context Clues is a strategy that allows students to parse out the meanings of difficult 
words within a passage to aid in comprehension and vocabulary development 
How: Provide students with the handout, or one similar, to explain the different varieties of context clues 
that can commonly occur while reading. Then, model in front of the class with a few sample sentences 
involving the type of vocabulary that may appear in the reading for the day. Once you’ve modeled how to 
identify the context clues in a text, and the different varieties that are demonstrated on the initial handout, 
share with them a reading that may contain difficult or unfamiliar language.  
Why: Understanding context clues and the ways that they can aid us in reading troublesome passages or 
understanding difficult words is a vital skill in all content areas, in all types of reading. The ability to use 
context clues effectively is essential for all students to understand- not only in literature courses, as 
academic vocabulary is just as common in STEM fields as in the humanities. This isn’t simply a strategy 
for literate understanding of a single text, but rather, a set of skills to be carried to all texts for the rest one 
one’s life. 
When: Context clues as a literacy strategy is important as it builds vocabulary and comprehension while 
reading, without teacher guidance. It should be taught before a reading, to be used during it. This way, 
students can better grapple with the difficulties of the text and integrate what they read during it into their 
own vocabulary. 
Variations: Any higher reading-level text will work brilliantly in demonstrating these skills. English: A 




Name: ____________________________ Date: _________________   Period: ____________ 
 
Context Clues 
Directions: While reading a text, be on the lookout for these specific varieties of context clues. If 
you see a word you don’t recognize, check to see if any of these clues are nearby it to parse together an 
understanding of the unfamiliar term. 
 
 
Clear Definition: The word is explicitly defined in the text, either explicitly stated or listed in parenthesis 
after the word itself. 
Example: Fourth block, I acquiesced (accepted, begrudgingly but without protest) to the teacher’s request 
I stay after class. 
 
 
Concrete Example: The author provides a clear example of the difficult word, and by using that 
example, one can reason what the word itself means. 




Repetition of a New Word: The author repeats the new word in different, more familiar, situations and 
contexts.  
Example: The English Lexicon can be, at times, convoluted and difficult to understand for forign 




In Other Sentences: The clue to understanding the word may be in the sentence(s) immediately before or 
after. 
Example: The culture of bullying at the school slowly began to negatively affect the new students. The 
pernicious influence of this atmosphere was difficult to ignore. 
 
 
Restated Meanings: The author restates the meaning of a difficult word using more familiar, easy to 
understand words. 
Example: Scientific Nomenclature was used to categorize all life on earth. By using standardized naming 
systems to identify plants and creatures based on characteristics, scientists could more easily 







Discussion Web by Keely Gallagher 
Outside Sources: Billmeyer, Rachel, and Mary Lee M. Ed. Barton. Teaching Reading in the Content Areas: 
Developing Content Literacy for All Students. Merrill, 1998. 
Summary: Discussion Webs provide students with the opportunity to assume responsibility in a discussion and 
share their own thoughts and ideas. It consists of seven steps that allow for students to develop skills in thinking, 
listening, reading, and writing. 
What: A discussion web is a strategy that students can use to have private think time for a text, where students can 
reflect on their reading prior to it, during, and after. The students are able to participate in thoughtful discussion 
through the framework of a discussion web. They are able to analyze both sides of an issue in a text through 
evidence and discussion, before drawing conclusions. 
How: The first step to a discussion step is to prepare students for reading the text. The students background 
knowledge is activated prior to their reading. The students are then introduced to new vocabulary words, where 
they will be able to understand context. The will then teacher explain the purpose for the reading to them.  The 
students will be able to discuss their thoughts after the teacher poses questions to them to help them discover their 
prior knowledge. The students will then read the text. After this, the discussion web will be introduced to the 
students through teacher questioning, where the teacher will pose a question for students to reflect on and discuss. 
The students will be guided towards supporting both viewpoints through explicit instruction that these viewpoints 
need specific text-based reasoning. The students are encouraged to all write at least 1-2 ideas down, to ensure 
participation. The students are then paired with a partner to share their written ideas and discuss them with one 
another. They will then take turns to write yes or no in the column as to why or why not it is right for _______ to 
_________. They will have 5-10 minutes to do so, and then the pair of students will be paired with another set of 
partners, in which they will compare yes/no reasons with one another. After they have compared notes and added 
new ideas to their web, they will be able to come to a conclusion to share with the class, and they will write their 
final conclusion at the bottom of their web under the conclusion section. After this, the spokesperson for the group 
will report for their groups to enter into a class discussion. After each spokesperson has shared their conclusion, the 
discussion can be opened up for further discussion from all members. The teacher will monitor to ensure effective 
discussion skills are being used. The students will then have a follow-up activity, where they will write their own 
conclusion and their reasoning behind it for the discussion web question section. The students will also be asked to 
reflect in their discussion skills throughout the activity, and note their strengths and areas that need improvement 
(this provides closure for the discussion). 
Why: This strategy allows for students to engage in the text, explore different sides of the text, note their own 
opinions and back them up with evidence, discuss their viewpoints with their peers, as well as come to a group 
consensus and individual conclusion as to why the viewpoint they chose should be the conclusion. Students are able 
to develop crucial discussion skills, through practicing credibility, listening skills, and seeing both sides of the 
controversy. These skills are important for all students to develop in their social lives, academic lives, and even in 
their future careers to promote an environment where discussion is welcome. 
When: This strategy is best used after reading. Although in all of its parts it has a BDA component, the students 
cannot discuss their point of view with in text evidence without reading the text. It is important for students to 
complete this during their reading, so they can refer to their discussion webs after their reading to be able to engage 
in a discussion where they will develop listening and discussion skills. 
Variations: One variation of this strategy includes the strategy that it was originally based on, which is a think-
pair-share discussion cycle. This strategy allows for students to think about the ideas they want to contribute to the 
discussion based on their interaction with the text, and allows for students to meet in pairs and discuss their 











Directions: First, read the question presented to you in the box. Then, note 1-2 reasons in the “yes” and “no” boxes, 
as to why Dada should be considered art or not. Use evidence from the text to construct these reasons. When you 
are instructed to, pair up with a partner and discuss your reasons in the “yes” and “no” columns, and write down 1-2 
new points per column that you were able to discover through your discussion with your partner. After this, you 
will then be paired with two more partners, where you will be able to come to a conclusion to the question and 
discuss it with your peers. Write your own conclusion in the box at the bottom of the web, and explain why you 











Discussion Webs by Mason Sargent 
 
● Source: Billmeyer, Rachel, and Mary Lee. Barton. Teaching Reading in the Content Areas. If 
Not Me, Then Who? McREL, 2002. 
● What: The Discussion Web strategy is essentially a modification of a traditional think-pair-share 
strategy. The strategy asks students to consider their own prior knowledge of the content area in 
tandem with new information, then compare that knowledge to the ideas and perspectives of other 
students. This strategy is exceptional in that it combines discussion and reflection with reading and 
critical thinking to ultimately create an effective recursive learning experience.  
● How: Prepare students for the discussion web first by asking them questions that will stimulate 
their prior knowledge on the content. After that, introduce the discussion web and new 
information that would benefit from comparing and contrasting to the students, while asking 
questions that set up the structure of the discussion web activity. These questions should seek to 
establish the groundwork for both sides of the discussion web focus (e.g. “Did this character make 
the right choice? What are some parts of the text you could use to support the answer of yes or 
no?). Give the students time to collect support for the discussion web focus on their individual 
handouts, and then pair them with another student or with a group of students so that they can then 
discuss their own perspectives. By the end of class, the pairs or groups of students should all come 
together as a class, and all share their evidence and ideas. The last thing this activity should focus 
on is having the students form their own conclusions, based on their own evidence, the evidence 
of their peers, and the discussion they had.  
● Why: Discussion webs are effective because they are excellent at facilitating critical thinking and 
discussion from all students. The strategy is versatile because it can be used in virtually any 
content area, it involves written and spoken components that helps reach students with multiple 
learning styles, and most importantly, it establishes a structure for compare/contrast thinking that 
students can easily understand and rely on as an effective decision making strategy for life.  
● When: This strategy is meant to be used before, during, and after reading. Before reading, 
students begin to contemplate the question or central issue based solely on their prior knowledge, 
and then when they are exposed to the new information, they must reorganize their thoughts with 
that content in mind. During reading, the students must collect evidence for both sides of the 
argument, and make decisions about what sections of the text are important for each side. Students 
must then use their developing understanding and the evidence they collected to discuss their 
thoughts with their peers. After reading, and after discussion, the students must finally weigh both 
sides of the question from all of the perspectives and evidence they have experienced, and make 
their own conclusion to answer the question.  
● Variations for Specific Content Areas: 
○  Social Studies: Use the discussion web to recreate famous historical debates! In addition 
to a text, you could provide a film or other primary documents that students could use as 
their evidence for the discussion! Also, instead of a question, the central area of the 
discussion web could be substituted with a popular issue for the time, or of the main issue 
of the historical debate.  
○ Geometry: Pit two theories or methods of solving a geometrical problem against each 
other! Have students weigh the benefits and costs of using each method of solving the 
problem, with the central issue being a distinction of when each method should be used at 
its best.   
○ Science: In a directed lab, have students contemplate a hypothesis you set up! 
Alternatively, students could test multiple hypotheses, or virtually any scientific question 






Name______________________________________________ Period ________Date_______________ 
 
Discussion Web for The Tell Tale Heart 
 
Directions: Use this discussion web to organize your thoughts on this question:  
Is the narrator sane, or insane? 
Cite evidence from the text as you collect evidence for both sides of the question, and be prepared to 
discuss the evidence you collect with your classmates. Don’t forget to write your conclusion in the 
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IEPC (Imagine – Elaborate – Predict – Confirm) by Jerome Dehnel 
Source: Vacca, Pages 164-166. For a more detailed analysis of the strategy refer to the following article 
from Karen Wood, the creator of the IEPC method: 
Wood KD, EndresC. Motivating Student Interest with he Imagine, Elaborate, Predict, and Confirm (IEPC) 
Strategy. Reading Teacher. 2004:58(4):346-357 
What is it? The IEPC strategy is a great tool to help students who find it difficult to visualize or develop 
mental images of texts. IEPC will help readers of all skill levels learn new strategies to help them build 
mental imagery and to build on that imagery in a manner that aids engagement as well as comprehension. 
How do I do it? The IEPC strategy has four important steps, but before these it is important to thoughtfully 
and carefully select a text in your content area that lends itself well to mental imagery. To begin the lesson 
you may want to introduce some of the basic setting/plot/background information of the text to aid the 
students in their first activity. 
Imagine: Have the students close their eyes and listen to an excerpt from the text on which the lesson will be focused. 
Ask the students to record some of the images/emotions the text evoked for them or what they felt to be some of the 
themes. Once they have done this have the students discuss in groups some of the images/emotions/themes that 
they experienced. 
Elaborate: In this section the students will be asked to build upon their initial reactions to the text. Discuss some of 
the students’ answers to the “Imagine” section and ask the students to develop those thoughts further. This is a good 
opportunity for the teacher to scaffold the process by responding to some of the students’ observations that 
encourage reflection. 
Predict: Next, students will be asked to use their previous observations to predict how the text will develop. The 
teacher should model this behavior for the students, but emphasize that the students should use their own thoughts 
and reasoning to generate predictions. 
Confirm: As the students read the text, ask them to keep their predictions in mind. When they have finished reading, 
ask the students to evaluate their predictions. Were some of these predictions confirmed? How could they modify 
some of their original predictions now that they have a fuller picture of the text? It may be useful to have the students 
color code their predictions that were confirmed and the predictions that needed to be modified to help the students 
reflect on their thought processes. Be sure to use positive language regarding their evaluation, it shouldn’t be about 
whether they were “right” or “wrong.” 
Why should I do it? The IEPC strategy is an excellent way to develop oft overlooked reading skills in all 
content areas. One of the great benefits of the IEPC strategy is that the 4-step approach eases the students 
through the process, no one step presents an overwhelming challenge. It also provides plenty of 
opportunity for discussion, scaffolding, and modeling along the way to help students learn in a 
comfortable environment. 
When should I do it? The IEPC strategy can be used in a variety of ways, but one of its strengths is that it 
provides a structure that spans the B/D/A sequence. The students will be able to use the framework 
provided by the IEPC strategy to review and revise their thinking at each stage of the reading process. 
Variations: Though the IEPC framework is typically used with written texts as both the introduction and 
culmination, it can also support the use of other introductions that ask students to: 
- React to a painting or other related image. 
- Listen to a song or speech 





Name:_________________________________________  Period:_________  Date:__________________________ 
IEPC Activity – Duty in the Bhagavad Gita 
Directions: For each section please record at least three thoughts. 
Imagine: Listen to the introductory passage read aloud. Record any images or emotions the passage brings to mind, 
what themes are evident? 
Elaborate: After a group discussion, record why you think some of the images/emotions/themes discussed are 
important, why did they resonate? 
Predict: Discuss with your group and record how you expect Arjuna’s problem will be resolved. What will Krishna 
advise? What will Arjuna decide? 
Confirm: After reading Krishna’s response, re-examine your predictions. Which predictions were confirmed? How 
would some of them need to be modified? 
Imagine Elaborate Predict Confirm 





IEPC: Imagine, Elaborate, Predict, Confirm by Katie Streicher 
 
Vacca p. 164-166 
 
Description/Summary of Strategy: 
● What?: An IEPC chart is a literacy strategy that can establish and improve students' ability to 
create mental images as they read.  
● How? 
○ First: Select a passage that would be appropriate for imagining and envisioning imagery. 
○ Second: Have students try to picture one of scenes that could come up in the text by giving 
them a brief overview of the setting and plot before reading. Then, have them write these 
thoughts down in the “Imagine” column. Then have students share their images with their 
peers. 
○ Third: After students have discussed their images with one another, have them continue to 
explain and expand on why they came up with the images they did in the “Elaborate” 
column. 
○ Fourth: After students have filled out the first two columns, the teacher can ask students 
to use their images and elaborations to predict what will actually happen in the text. This 
will be documented in students “Predict” column 
○ Fifth: After reading, a teacher should remind students to recall their previous predictions 
about the text. Students will evaluate whether or not their predictions were correct or if 
parts of their predictions needed to be changed. Students will record the accuracy and 
modifications in the “Confirm” column. 
● Why?: This strategy encourages students to imagine visual imagery of a text and by doing so, it 
allows students to engage with the text in a different way which enhances their comprehension of 
the text. 
● When?: Before reading, students should complete the first three columns with their visual 
imagery, elaborations and predictions which can allow students to preview what they think the text 
will be discussing. This strategy is also used After reading when students complete the “Confirm” 
column when they revisit and reflect on their original predictions before they read the text. 
Variations: 
● This literacy strategy could be used for lit circle groups (groups of 4-6 students) before and after 
reading their selected book. 
● This strategy could also be used for a whole class setting when students are all reading the same 
book.  
● This literacy strategy could also be given to ELL students with simpler wording such as: Picture 
the text, Explain your thinking, Predict what could happen and Reflect on your answers.  
● Rather than providing students with a passage that could inspire imagery for them, you could 
present them with a picture and ask the students to imagine what is happening in the picture and 







Name:____________________________________________ Date:__________ Period:_______ 
 
Lord of the Flies: IEPC Chart 
 
Directions: Listen carefully to the passage that the teacher will read from Lord of the Flies. In the 
Imagine column, write down what you are visualizing in your head based on the passage and then share 
what you imagined with someone sitting next to you. Next, you will be prompted with questions to 
answer for the Elaborate column, where you will expand on the details you have already listed (or new 
details that you didn’t think of before). Lastly, you will fill out the Predict column with any predictions 
you can think of about the text based on the visual imagery that you have imagined and elaborated on. 
After finishing the book, you will revisit the Confirm column and reflect on your previous predictions 
and note how accurate they were. 
 
Imagine Elaborate Predict Confirm 






Making Predictions by Naomi Beckley 
Burke: PP. 207-209 
Description:  
• What: Making predictions in a nutshell means to anticipate aspects of a piece of text or an event which may 
occur in the future. Author and educator, Jim Burke, describes predictions as “making a guess about what will 
happen next or down the line based on the reader’s interpretation of evidence provided within the text,” (207). 
The key idea here is “evidence”. In order to make correct or successful predictions, students and teachers must 
use the context of the story or event to support their guesses. For example, a student may predict that a character 
will fall down if the text says “it was slippery outside”.  
• How: There are a few tools that can be used in order to make successful predictions. Burke explains that helping 
students to have a good handle on academic language and guide words like “however” and “similarly” will help 
them be able to identify the future passages by connecting them to previous passages (207). In addition, Burke 
also states that having a knowledge of specific story structures will help students to recognize patterns and make 
more successful predictions (207). Math Professors Lisa Anne Kasmer and Ok-Kyeong Kim also argue that 
successful predictions require the use of prior knowledge, experiences, logical reasoning (176). Students will use 
this familiarity to determine the outcome of the textual events and develop connections.    
• Why: Predictions can be used to help students connect their prior knowledge of a subject or life experiences to a 
piece of reading by allowing them to make educated guesses about the text. It fosters engagement for students by 
creating these connections and may motivate students to assess the reading on a deeper level (Kasmer and Kim 
176), (Teacher Vision 1). Predictions are also a great tool because they help students to analyze a text by 
identifying context clues in order to figure out what events might occur next. In addition, predictions can help 
students with organization by breaking up or “chunking” a text into various sections. Making predictions assists 
students by reinforcing their understanding of the text, reviewing details. or discerning any portions of the text 
which were unclear (Kasmer and Kim 176).  
• When: Predictions should be used before reading in order to help students create connections with the text using 
their prior knowledge and foster engagement (Teacher Vision 1). Making predictions can also be used during a 
reading to help students practice textual analysis skills. Predictions can be used after a reading if the reading has 
a sequel or is broken up into multiple parts like a chapter book. Using a prediction strategy after finishing one 
portion of the text but before moving on to another part will help students with chunking and organization.   
Variations:  
• English: Students can use predictions to foster connections with the text and practice analyzation skills with a 
variety of different literature.  
• History: Students could use their knowledge of a historical event or experience to predict future events. In 
addition, students could use context clues or clues from society today to determine the outcome of familiar 
historical events.  
• Science: Students could practice making predictions of the outcome of experiments by using their prior 
knowledge of the subject to determine how forces may act on each other.  
• French: Students can use predictions to help them read passages or stories in French by finding familiar 
vocabulary words or story patterns to determine future events.  
Works Cited  
Burke, Jim. Reading Reminders: Tools, Tips, and Techniques. Boynton/Cook Publishers, 2000. PP 
207-209.  
Kasmer, Lisa Anne. Kim, Ok-Kyeong. “The Nature of Student Predictions and Learning  
Opportunities in Middle School Algebra”. Springer Science and Business Media, 23 June, 
2011. PP 176-178 
Scholastic Teacher. “Reading Clinic: Use Predictions to Help Kids Think Deeply About Books”. 
Scholastic Inc., 2019. PP 1-4. https://www.scholastic.com/teachers/lesson-plans/teaching-content/reading-
clinic-use-predictions-help-kids-think-deeply-about-books/ 






Name:                                                              Date:                             Period:                          
  
Making Predictions 
On the left side of the table below, please write 4 predictions that you can make about 
“The Blind Man and the Hunter”. On the right side of the table below, please cite specific 
evidence from the text which justifies your prediction.  
 



































Did your predictions come true? In the space below, please write a few sentences 















Making Predictions by Emily Brooks 
Sources:  
“Make Predictions.” Reading Reminders: Tools, Tips, and Techniques, by Jim Burke,  
Portsmouth, N.H., 2000, pp. 207–209. 
Donohue, Tracy. “Making Predictions: Connecting Reading with Science.” Making Predictions:  
Connecting Reading with Science | Iowa Reading Research Center, The University of Iowa, 8 Jan. 
2016, iowareadingresearch.org/making-predictions-connecting-reading-with-science. 
 
What: Making prediction is a strategy where readers are given just a tad bit of information such as a text 
preview, a title, picture, or diagram, and are asked to anticipate what the reading or section will be about. 
In science specifically, predicting is a skill where students use evidence or their own experiences to 
determine the outcome of a future event.  
 
How: Predictions are often created out of a student’s previous knowledge. These anticipatory statements 
can be written down or communicated orally. They often manifest as responses to open-ended questions 
that probe the learner’s mind in search of answers or connections.  
 
Why: When students make predictions, they are engaging themselves in the text before even reading it. 
Though they also may not want to admit it, the sense of suspense or anticipation that comes from making 
a prediction may give students a boost in morale before reading the text. In a similar fashion to the 
feelings we get when we reach a good cliffhanger, or have a good food sample, predictions leave students 
with a sense of wanting more. Besides these feelings, predictions offer a great way for students to connect 
their knowledge to something learned from the text. Most times students will not make these connections 
independently, so writing down these links or talking about them helps students to see their own ideas 
challenged or supported. In science specifically, learning how to develop and understand predictions is a 
key step in being able to hypothesize (Donohue, 2016). 
 
When: Because of the anticipatory nature of the prediction, they are most effective when created before 
reading or experimenting. However, this does not mean that they are not useful during and after reading 
as well. When a student makes a prediction, they should be thinking about and re-evaluating these 
predictions during reading to see if their guess holds true. Predictions often evoke an emotion from 
readers that begin to engage them with the text. In addition to the ongoing use of predictions, evaluating 
them after reading is almost as important as creating them in the first place. When students reflect upon 
their decisions, they build the skills they need to understand how previous knowledge can be changed by 
new facts or information. Sadly, none of these skills can be done without initially having students predict 





Name:________________________________   Date:_____________________    Period:_____________ 
Mentos and Soda Prediction Tracking 
Directions: Rank the sodas from most explosive (1) to least explosive (8) as an initial prediction. In the 
notes section, explain your reasoning for doing so. Once we are done with the experiment, we will give 
each soda an actual ranking and compare the two in discussion.  






   
Diet Coke 
   
Pepsi 
   
Sprite 
   
Root Beer 
   
Club Soda 
   
Mountain 
Dew 
   
Orange Fanta 





PMI (Plus-Minus-Interesting) by Jerome Dehnel 
Source: Wormeli, pages 150-153. For a more detailed analysis of the efficacy of this strategy refer to the following 
article detailing strategies for implementation of PMI in the classroom. 
Jusufi-Bajrami, Teuta. "Alternative Application of Edward De Bono's Thinking Techniques, Strategies and 
Programs." Journal of Educational Research 1.1-2 (2019): 32-37. 
What is it? The PMI strategy provides a simple, easily understood framework to aid students in the task 
of evaluating a position or potential solution to a problem. Cleverly formatted prompts will also make 
PMI a great option to boost students’ skills of summarization. Finally, teachers committed to self-
improvement will find the PMI strategy to be an excellent tool to aid professional development. 
How do I do it? The PMI strategy typically makes use of a simple graphic organizer composed of a table 
divided into three columns labeled “Plus,” “Minus,” and “Interesting” respectively. Above these labels 
will be the guiding statement the students are being asked to respond to. Because this strategy makes 
use of controversial or easily debatable prompts, it is often wise to allow students to choose to respond 
to an opposite form of the statement if they would prefer. As the student reads the accompanying text, 
they are asked to record arguments or information that supports the position of their prompt in the 
“Plus” column. They will record arguments or information that refutes the position of their prompt in 
the “Minus” column. The “Interesting” column should be filled with any information the students found 
to be particularly surprising, important, or resonant that relates to the prompt, but may not fit into 
either of the other columns. 
Why do I do it? The PMI strategy has several important strengths that make it a great choice for any 
classroom. First, it provides students with a clear purpose or sense of motivation when reading a text, 
which will help to boost their reading comprehension. The task will also help them learn how to 
evaluate and support or refute an argument. Growth in these areas can be further consolidated if this 
activity is followed by a class discussion/debate over the topic in the prompt. The Interesting section not 
only helps students analyze the full text, it also helps teachers gain insight into what topics or 
information seems to most resonate with their students to aid the development of future lesson plans. 
When should I do it? PMI is primarily a during reading activity. The prompt should be introduced 
beforehand to help frame the reading, but the focus of the activity will be the students’ task of seeking 
appropriate information and arguments as they read through the text. PMI can also be an excellent 
precursor to a class debate that helps the students preview the discussion and prepare arguments. 
Variations: The PMI strategy can take several forms and be applied across all content areas. An English 
class may have students evaluate a major character’s decision or actions, or it may present a possible 
overarching theme or interpretation that students must support or refute. A Social Studies class may be 
asked to evaluate the justification behind a historical event or interpret the actions of a historical figure. 
A science class can present numerous claims as to the importance of a scientific concept such as, “The 
mitochondria is the most important organelle in a living cell.” PMI can also be used to evaluate a variety 
of mediums beyond written text including: 
- A painting or photograph. 
- A song or recorded speech. 





Name:_________________________  Date:____________ Period:_________ 
PMI (Plus-Minus-Interesting) 
Directions: As you read the handout detailing the elements of the Athenian government, respond to the prompt 
below by recording information supporting the prompt in the + column, information that refutes the prompt in 
the – column, and information you find particularly surprising or interesting in the final column. When finished, 
use this organizer to construct a response to the prompt in which you choose to either support or refute the 
prompt in a paragraph using the 3 strongest pieces of evidence you found. 
Prompt: The Athenian government can accurately be called a democracy (rule by the people). 
Plus (+) Minus(-) Interesting 































P-M-I: Pluses, Minuses and Interesting by Katie Streicher 
 
Wormeli p. 150-152 
 
Description/Summary of Strategy: 
● What?: A PMI chart is a literacy strategy that encourages students to weigh their decision and can 
be used as a summarization strategy. 
● How? 
○ First: Have students create a three-column P-M-I chart. 
○ Second: Next, you will provide a statement for students to consider 
○ Third: Students will then respond to the statement by writing down their thoughts in the 
three different columns. Advantages will go into the “Pluses” column, disadvantages will 
go into the “Minuses” column and ideas that don’t fit into either will go into the 
“Interesting” column.  
○ Fourth: Students will complete the chart individually and can then share them with their 
peers or with the class when they have completed their chart.  
● Why?: This strategy assists students their analysis by providing a way for them to organize their 
ideas into different columns in order for them to also be able to summarize their ideas. 
● When?: This strategy is  used After reading when students are analyzing what they have read and 
are organizing their thoughts into different columns of the organizing. The chart helps students to 
summarize their ideas after reading. 
● Variations: 
● This could be used as an all-class activity where the entire class collaboratively makes a P-
M-I chart on the board 
● This strategy could be used in a history class to debate certain topics that were 
controversial in the past 
● This strategy could be used in a science class if the class were doing a lab and they were 











Name_________________________________________ Date_____________ Period_________ 
 
PMI Chart for “The Scarlet Ibis’ 
Directions: Read the following statement about a possible theme from the short story, 
“The Scarlet Ibis.” Consider the positives of this statement and record it in the Pluses 
column. Consider the negatives of this statement and record it in the Minuses column. 
Any ideas that you have that don’t fit into either column can be recorded in the Interesting 
column. 
 
Statement: “All humans are inherently cruel, especially to those we love most” 
Pluses Minuses Interesting 






P.O.V.G. (Point of View Guide) by Grace Harvey 
 
Source:  
Vacca, Richard T. and Jo Anne L. Vacca. Content Area Reading: Literacy and learning across the 
curriculum. 12th Edition. Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 2017. 245-247. 
 
What is a P.O.V.G.? 
A P.O.V.G. is designed to facilitate creative learning through the connection of reading and writing. By 
writing in first-person language and thinking like the subject of study, students are creating deeper, more 
meaningful connections to a text/source. Students’ writing tends to be more informal on a P.O.V.G. 
 
How to do a P.O.V.G.: 
First, find an evocative source such as a text or image for students to examine. Then, create questions 
that get students to step into the role of the subject of the source. These questions should be focused on 
thoughts, feelings, and actions of the subject. Utilize students’ prior knowledge when you are creating 
questions. Student responses will range in length anywhere from a paragraph to three or four 
paragraphs. 
 
When should it be used? 
- During reading: Students will examine and analyze the subject of study. Then, students will 
brainstorm possible thoughts and feelings of the subject. 
- After reading: Students will practice role-playing and writing in first-person language. They will 
think as if they are another person or object; therefore, they will be honing their deep-thinking 
skills. 
 
Why is it used? 
- Allows students to practice first-person writing. 
- Encourages inferential thinking and elaboration. 
- Fosters creative thought. 
- Engages students in writing by encouraging contributions from their own experiences. 
- Builds empathy; we need to feel to learn. 
 
Variations: 
English: While in The Great Gatsby unit, create questions for students to answer from Gatsby’s 
perspective. These questions could include thoughts and feelings of Gatsby throughout the book, his 
motivations throughout the book, and his idea of the American dream. 
French: Provide a short passage about another culture that speaks French. Ask students to answer 
questions as if they are a part of that culture. These questions can include what a typical day would look 






Name: ________________________________________ Date___________ Period: ______ 
 
P.O.V.G.: The Great Depression Unit 
 
Directions: Examine the picture and read the context for it on the board. Using the context and your 
prior knowledge of the Great Depression, answer the questions below as if you are the migrant mother 
pictured. Use first-person language as you write. 
 
 




































Point of View Guides by Eric Johnson 
Source: Content Area Reading: Literacy and Learning Across the Curriculum, p. 245-247 
 
What is this strategy? A point of view guide, or POVG, is a writing activity where students write from the 
perspective of a character from the content being studied. The activity takes on a sort of role-playing aspect as 
students need to imagine themselves as the person they are writing as. This means writing in the first-person is 
required with this strategy. 
 
How does a teacher use this strategy? Point of view guides can be used in a variety of ways. For example, 
students could work within a large prompt, giving them many ideas to write about. Or, students could be given a 
vague setup leaving the rest up to their imagination. This second method can be a good way to gauge prior 
knowledge and what students already know in regards to the character they’re writing as. The character does not 
have to be someone specific either like Neil Armstrong, or Martin Luther King for instance. It could be a descriptor 
like “an American revolutionary,” or “a member of the Underground Railroad.” 
 
Why should a teacher use this strategy? Point of view guides give students the opportunity to work with more 
less academic language. This can help them be more comfortable while writing and perhaps make their work turn 
out more readable as a result. It could also be a good way to gauge comprehension. Let’s say you’re having your 
students reading a novel and you want to see if they have a good understanding of the main character and what has 
happened to him so far in the reading. You could have the students write from the perspective of the main character 
to see if they understand how he would act and how his experiences have impacted him. As I said earlier, point of 
view guides could also be used to gauge prior knowledge by having them write from the perspective of a person 
from a certain group or time period that is next to be studied. For example, you could be starting a unit about the 
Civil Rights Movement. You could give students a prompt using terms and names associated with this timer period. 
Then, have students write as an American during this era writing down how they feel, what they have noticed, what 
they’ve been thinking about, etc. Lastly, they’re a more casual way to engage students in writing. Sometimes, 
students can feel bogged down with so much cut-and-dried writing assignments. A point of view guide could be a 
neat way to get students thinking differently about the way they write while also working on some of the previously 
mentioned skills like establishing prior knowledge and observing reading comprehension. 
 
When should a teacher use this strategy? Like I mentioned earlier, the point of view guides can be used to find 
out about students’ prior knowledge. Therefore, using a point of view guide before reading would work best for 
discovering what they already do know and do not know. And if used during or after, a point of view guide could 
be used to gauge students’ comprehension of what they know about the character their writing as. Using them 
during the reading can also be a good way to help students practice making inferences using what they already 
know to help them make predictions. For instance, if students have finished reading about World War I and the 
Treaty of Versailles, students could write from the perspective of an American soldier who is heading home from 
the war and what they think the treaty will mean for Europe in the following years. This could get students’ minds 
thinking about the implications of the treaty and its flaws while writing in a more relaxed and less scholarly format, 
helping them get into the mindset and role of what it was like to be a surviving soldier after World War I. 
 
Any variations? While most of the examples mentioned here have been related to history or social studies, point of 
view guides can work in a variety of subjects. Science teachers could have students write from the perspective of a 
non-human character, such as an animal or a personified molecule, to demonstrate their understanding of how those 
subjects behave or react. English teachers could have students write from the perspective of a character under study 






Name:______________________________________ Date:_______________ Period:_______________ 
American Revolution Point of View Guide 
Directions: You are an American living in colonial America on the eve of revolution. You are being 
interviewed for a local newspaper. Read the passage on the board and answer the following questions that 
the interviewer from the newspaper has asked you. 
 
1. What was your reaction when you found out Great Britain had instituted acts like the Stamp Act, the 











3. If America was able to attain independence through Great Britain, peaceful or not, do you think a 










Questioning the Author (QtA) by Brian Do 
Vacca 178-179; Burke 177-178 
What: Questioning the Author is a strategy that allows for engagement amongst peers, creating active 
learning. The activity is meant to activate the students understanding of what they had read by proposing 
inquiries and questions in essence “to the author.” These queries are to facilitate the student’s 
comprehension. Teachers then have the chance to create follow-up questions and scaffold their learning. 
They can create their questions over time heightening in difficulty as they read the passage.  
How:  
1. The selection of the text should be compelling and illicit dialogue amongst students in the 
classroom.    
2. The students begin by reading the passage thoroughly, and beforehand if any art or images are 
associated with the text than they can view them as supplements.  
3. Beforehand, the teacher should pre-read the text to anticipate and generate possible questions that 
may come, and also model questions so that students understand what to do. 
4. During reading there should be, appropriate stopping points to create conversation and allow for 
questions to culminate. Teachers are encouraged to ask for further development of questions when 
asked.  
Why: The purpose of this literacy strategy is that students can face readings and texts beyond face value. 
Students, as mentioned previously, strengthen their questioning skills and comprehension. Students gain 
the ability to challenge and dissect the contents of the passage or story. As a result, students become 
acutely aware of the formation of writing and literature through this process. Deducing important traits by 
questioning creates effective readers/writers as they progress to think like writers.  
When: This strategy is best utilized during reading. Focusing on “during reading,” students gain the most 
exposure through reading accompanied by QtA. Using this strategy during reading enhances students’ 
learning as they are hands-on with the activity without delay or pretense. Teachers can easily assist and 
aid students during reading as they can collaborate ideas.    
Variations: 
● Mathematics: Students can analyze the procedure or process of an equation. Once the scenario has 
been solved, the students can inquire the author of the piece as to why they chose that specific 
path. This can be done amongst peers. Why that formula, theory? Why those numbers? Are there 
benefits or downfalls as to choosing that path for solving the problem?  
● Art: Students can scrutinize exhibits and pieces that define specific styles. Where the students can 
question the technique, brushwork, materials, inspiration, and choice of colors of lack of. There 
are many questions to ask from the creator of the piece and understanding the why and how are 
vital. Students can critique their peers’ work and inquire their choices of work.  
Additional Resources/References/Sources: 
Gaiman, Neil. My Dream. Moondog’s Incorpoarted (Chicago Comic Con), 1993. 
Mignola, Mike. Hellboy: The Complete Short Stories Volume 1. Dark Horse Books, 2018.  
Question the Author. Reading Rockets. 2014,  
 http://www.readingrockets.org/strategies/question_the_author. 








Questioning the Author: Hellboy Pancakes/My Dreams 
 
Directions: You will be reading a comic excerpt and then answer the following questions and chart your 
questions. You will perform the activity individually for the first segment and then in groups for questions 
3-5. 
 














Beyond the Text: 

























QtA by Marissa Jaskae 
Sources: 
Reading Reminders, Burke, pg. 177-178 
ReadingRockets.org, Question the Author 
What: Question the Author (QtA) is a strategy where students read a text and then ask questions about 
the author’s intentions.  
How: QtA allows students to review what the author is trying to portray in their writing. It involves 
asking questions like “what effect does the author have when using these words?” “What audience did the 
author intend this text to have?” These questions help the student think about the author’s thoughts when 
reading, which will help the students understand how to go about reading different types of texts.  
Why: These questions allow students to be active readers and be thinking about not only the content of 
the reading, but the person behind it as well. This strategy helps students be able to read more 
independently with more challenging texts. This strategy could also help differentiate types of texts by 
looking at their content and the purpose of that content.  
When: This strategy would be used during reading, as the student is asked to stop periodically and 
review small passages that they have read to understand the author’s point of view. This strategy could 
also be used before reading if the student is specifically looking at the titles of texts to find acceptable 








Question the Author 
Read the selected passages of both texts and try to figure out the author’s reasoning for creating these titles and passages. 
Example 1: 
“When plants cry out for help, their neighbors start screaming, too.” 
“Dudareva says that figuring out the “mechanism of perception” for plant VOC communication will be the next big 
breakthrough in the field, “because we will start to understand how plants are talking to each other.” For now, the most 
scientists can confirm is that the conversations are happening. Who knows? Maybe one day we’ll be able to listen in.” 
 
Find 2-3 words that seem significant to you and list them below. Next to each word, write what effect the author wants to 




Who is the audience of this text? (fill in all that apply) In the blank section next to the options, write how you know. 








“Insect Herbivory Selects for Volatile-Mediated Plant-Plant Communication.” 
“Measuring the response to natural selection in Solidago altissima, we found strong effects of herbivory on the way 
plants communicated with neighbors. Plants from populations that experienced selection by insect herbivory induced 
resistance in all neighboring conspecifics by airborne cues, whereas those from populations experiencing herbivore 
exclusion induced resistance only in neighbors of the same genotype.” 
 
Pick out 2-3 significant words out of this text and write what effect the author creates by using these words in these passages. 




Who is the audience of this text? (fill in all that apply) In the blank section next to the options, write how you know. 













Reading Images by Katie Syer 
Resources to learn about strategy: “Reading Images.” Illuminating Texts: How to Teach Students to Read the 
World, by Jim Burke, Heinemann, 2001, pp. 136–160. 
Illuminating Texts: How to Teach Students to Read the World 
Brief Description/Summary  
• What the strategy is: Reading images is a strategy that can help students gain insight into a context. 
Students are forced to interpret the images using their past experiences and context of the class or text 
they may be reading. Reading images causes students to think about their own thinking, and it forces them 
to transform their thoughts of what they see visually, to text or spoken word. Students must analyze the 
image to generate ideas about what the image may mean and connect different parts of the image to 
expand their knowledge and explore different potential meanings of the image. Based on the visual 
evidence, students may draw a conclusion about the image’s purpose and meaning. 
• How to do the strategy: Give students an image and ask them to make observations about the image. Ask 
students what narrative they think of when they see the image. What do you see? What is the purpose of 
this image? What are we looking for? What is the artist trying to convey in this image? 
• When to do the strategy: This could be a before, during or after reading strategy. This could complement a 
text or context, or it could give context for a text. If you consider the visual image a text, then this would be 
a during strategy. 
• Variations: 
o In English, a teacher could show an image that demonstrates a text. Before reading a book, take a 
look at the cover to try to interpret the meaning of the book, and the connection of the cover to the 
story. 
o In History, have students examine images about a historical event, or have them look at political 
propaganda and have students try to interpret what message the author is trying to convey. 
o In music class, have students take a look at an image and have them think of a song that the image 
motivates them to think of.  
o In language class, have students look at images that convey the culture of countries that the 
language being taught is spoken in. It can help students learn about specific celebrations or rituals 











Name:___________________________ Period:___________________________ Date:__________________ 
 
Reading Images Exercise 
Directions:  Take a look at the image and answer the following questions.  
 
 
Joseph Wright of Derby (1734–1797), A Philosopher Giving that Lecture on the Orrery, in which a Lamp is Put in Place of the Sun 
(1766), oil on canvas, 147.3 x 203.2 cm, Derby Museum and Art Gallery, Derby, England. Wikimedia Commons. 
 









3. Taking a look at the image, on a separate sheet of paper, write a short story, poem or journal about what 






Reading Images by Kathryn Weber 
Outside Sources: Gillenwater, Cary. “Reading Images: The Phenomenon of Intertextuality and How It 
May Contribute to Developing Visual Literacy with Advanced Placement English/Language Arts 
Students.” Journal of Ethnographic & Qualitative Research, vol. 8, no. 4, Summer 2014, pp. 251–263. 
EBSCOhost, search.ebscohost.com/login.aspx?direct=true&db=a9h&AN=99055930&site=ehost-live. 
What is it: Reading images is a strategy that allows students to fully experience the topic pictured, while 
also teaching how images can convey different meanings as they observe the image closer.  
How to use it: Provide students with an image to look at. The image can have any purpose or supposed 
meaning, that relates to your content, do not tell the students what you believe the image’s message or 
purpose is. Give the students an uncomfortable amount to examine the image. Provide them with 
questions to think about as they examine the image. Example questions: Why are we looking at this, who 
created the image, what is their background, what is the smallest detail that says the most, etc. After the 
students have finished examining the image, open the class up to a discussion, so the students can talk 
about what they saw and how it might differ from other students. 
Why: Students need to be taught how to read images, because images surround us in our everyday lives. 
Reading images allows students to begin to understand different perspectives, because they way that an 
image is presented can color how the audience would interpret that image. This strategy is also important 
because if students can read and understand an image, then their ability to understand the hidden meaning 
in words will increase, because some of the same questions about images can apply to words. 
When: This strategy can happen at any point during the reading process. Images can be used before the 
students begin reading, so that they can begin to get an idea of the tone or mood of a piece. It can be used 
during to supplement the reading to make it easier for the students to understand what the reading passage 
says. It can also be used after, to deepen the meanings found in the text, by having the students look at 
images that relate to the text. 
Variations: History: war propaganda and old newspaper cartoons. Business/Math: advertisements and 




Name: ___________________________________ Date: ________________________ Period: _______ 
Birth Control Image Worksheet 
Directions: In your groups, analyze the cartoon by Art Young from The New Masses. After you have finished 
analyzing the cartoon respond to the four questions below. For each of your responses make sure to reference the 
cartoon. Afterwards, we will discuss the questions and what each group talked about as a class. 
 



















Read Tests by Minh Nguyen 
 
Source: Burke, Jim. Reading Reminders: Tools, Tips, and Techniques. Portsmouth, NH: Boynton/Cook, 2000.  
 
What: Read Tests is a literacy strategy that can be used to show students how to read tests. Particularly, students 
follow steps when reading and taking tests so that they can perform more effective.  
 
How: 
1. Skim and scan – number and types of questions, easy and hard questions; 
2. Do the easy ones first; 
3. Read all the possible answers before answering; 
4. Eliminate the wrong answers; 
5. Paraphrase the question  better understand what it is asking; 
6. Watch out for traps – “not,” “all of the above” 
7. Try to answer the question before looking at the answers  prime to know the answer; 
8. Read recursively; 
9. Read the answer sheet  know how it works; 
10. Answer in your preferable order. 
 
Why: To teach students how to read tests, considering the language used in different types of questions and how it is 
designed. This is very important because students need to read and understand the wordings of each question correctly 
in order to provide an answer. A teacher can also use it to better prepare students and show them how to approach 
tests before taking it. For example, students should do the easy ones first and not spend so much time on a hard 
question since they can come back to those questions later. Moreover, by knowing this strategy, students can 
experience less test anxiety.   
 
When: Before – A teacher should teach the strategy so that students know how to read and take tests. Therefore, 
students should learn the strategy before taking tests so that they can follow the steps and perform effectively.  
 
Variations: This strategy can be used in any content area because it is very important to learn how to read and take 








Name: ___________________________________ Date: _______________________ Period: ________ 
Algebra 1 Test 
Direction: Choose the best answer for each multiple-choice question (1 point each).  
      Write your answers in the boxes below.  
 
 






5. A family membership at a tennis club costs a 
flat fee of $150, plus $25 per person. If n 
stands for the number of people, then the 
membership cost is modeled by… 
a. 150n + 25 
b. 25n + 150 
c. n + 150 + 25 
d. 175n 
 
6. What of the following is not an ordered pair 
of y = 3x + 1? 
a. (2, 7) 
b. (1, 4) 
c. (1, 2) 











Save the Last Word for Me by Kelsey Lightle 
 
• What: Save the Last Word for Me is a strategy focuses on group discussion and comprehension of 
text. The students choose what is significant to them based on they have read and explain to a 
group why what they chose was significant.  
• How:  
o Select a text, image(s), or video(s) for students to read, look at, or watch.  
o Provide students with a worksheet or index cards.  
o Instruct students to pick out what they thought was significant and why they thought it was 
significant.  
 If on index cards: have one side be the quote/picture/idea that they thought was 
significant and the other side consist of the explanation of why it was significant. 
o Organize class into groups and have students share out their responses 
 One student will go first, describe what they chose as significant, but the student 
will not give any further explanation. ONLY explain what it is they chose (e.g. read 
the quote, describe the scene, show the picture) 
 The other students will go around the group and each make a comment on what that 
student chose 
 Finally, the original student will have the last word and state their explanation for 
why those chose what they did 
 Repeat process until all students have shared out their responses 
• Why: Save the Last Word for Me builds on students’ reading and discussion skills. The strategy 
allows for the students to engage with the material and analyze the information they are being 
given. The students are also able to see what and why other concepts could be significant by 
listening to what their peers have to say about what they chose.  
• When: Use this strategy during reading to enhance student comprehension of the text that is being 
used in class. Use this strategy after reading to help bring key concepts to the forefront of 
discussion with the students after reading a large amount of text or watching a video.  
• Variations:  
o This strategy can be used with chunks of text  (i.e. chapters, sub headings, paragraphs) to 
help improve student comprehension 
o This strategy can be used with movies or videos to help students pay attention and pick out 
quotes or scenes that they thought were significant.  
o This strategy can also be used with images. The students can look at a series of images and 











Name _________________________________ Date ________________ Period _______________ 
 
Save the Last Word for Me 
Directions: There will be 8 images of different shapes shown on the board. Of those 8 images, choose 2 
that stand out the most to you. Once you choose the 2 images, redraw (to the best of your ability) the 
shapes in the space provided below. Underneath the drawing, write a 2-4 sentence explanation of why that 





First Image Second Image 






Save the Last Word for Me by Jackie Massat 
The need for this strategy: This strategy is important to use in a secondary classroom because it helps 
students to break down complex texts, especially ones that may have multiple different main ideas and 
arguments. 
Why this strategy should be used: This strategy should be used because in addition to helping students 
break down and comprehend a text, it also facilitates academic dialogue and student-student interaction. 
This facilitated discussion between students allows for them to consider the text’s content in new ways 
they may have previously not considered, and allows for students to build on one another’s thinking.  
B/D/A and Why: This strategy must be implemented before reading so that students understand the task 
asked of them and can properly identify three relevant sentences. The strategy then will also be utilized 
during reading so that students’ interest is piqued and they actively read to find insightful sentences to 
share with their peers. Lastly, this strategy must be utilized after reading so that students will share their 
sentences and build a constructive dialogue based on one another’s insights.  
Application in other content areas: This strategy could be used in a foreign language class, where 
students are instructed to identify three sentences that confused them or that they had trouble translating, 
rather than identifying sentences that stand out to them. “Save the Last Word for Me” could also be used 
in a science classroom for exceptionally technical and hard to understand textbook passages or articles.  
Research behind the strategy:  
- “When Rick has done this strategy with students, they’ve really engaged with text like scholars” 
(Wormeli 163).  
- The  researcher  assumed  that Save  the  Last  Word  for  me strategy 
has  increased  the  score  in  students  reading  ability  because  it  can  stimulate,develop, and 
improve reading comprehension of the students (Holandiyah & Utami). 
Sources: 
Holandiyah, M., and P. Utami. “TEACHING READING COMPREHENSION USING ‘SAVE THE  
LAST WORD FOR ME’ STRATEGY TO THE EIGHTH GRADE STUDENTS OF SMP N 7  
PALEMBANG.” Edukasi, Edukasi: Jurnal Pendidikan Dan Pengajaran, 31 May 2016,  
http://jurnal.radenfatah.ac.id/index.php/edukasi/article/view/593. 
Wormeli, Rick. SUMMARIZATION IN ANY SUBJECT: 60 Innovative, Tech-Infused Strategies for 





Name:_____________________________________ Date:_________ Period:_____________ 
Please read the following text, a letter from Albert Einstein to President Roosevelt, and identify three important sentences you 
would like to possibly discuss with your classmates. After reading, I will break you all into groups of three or four and you will 
share one of your three chosen sentences with your classmates. It is important to have two alternate choices in case one of your 
sentences is mentioned by a classmate before you have a chance to share. 
Albert Einstein 
Old Grove Road 
Peconic, Long Island 
August 2nd, 1939 
F.D. Roosevelt 




Some recent work by E. Fermi and L. Szilard, which has been communicated to me in manuscript, leads me to expect that the element uranium may be turned into 
a new and important source of energy in the immediate future. Certain aspects of the situation which has arisen seem to call for watchfulness and if necessary, 
quick action on the part of the Administration. I believe therefore that it is my duty to bring to your attention the following facts and recommendations.  
In the course of the last four months it has been made probable through the work of Joliot in France as well as Fermi and Szilard in America--that it may be 
possible to set up a nuclear chain reaction in a large mass of uranium, by which vast amounts of power and large quantities of new radium-like elements would be 
generated. Now it appears almost certain that this could be achieved in the immediate future.  
This new phenomenon would also lead to the construction of bombs, and it is conceivable--though much less certain--that extremely powerful bombs of this type 
may thus be constructed. A single bomb of this type, carried by boat and exploded in a port, might very well destroy the whole port together with some of the 
surrounding territory. However, such bombs might very well prove too heavy for transportation by air.  
The United States has only very poor ores of uranium in moderate quantities. There is some good ore in Canada and former Czechoslovakia, while the most 
important source of uranium is in the Belgian Congo.  
In view of this situation you may think it desirable to have some permanent contact maintained between the Administration and the group of physicists working on 
chain reactions in America. One possible way of achieving this might be for you to entrust the task with a person who has your confidence and who could perhaps 
serve in an unofficial capacity. His task might comprise the following:  
a) to approach Government Departments, keep them informed of the further development, and put forward recommendations for Government action, giving 
particular attention to the problem of securing a supply of uranium ore for the United States.  
b) to speed up the experimental work, which is at present being carried on within the limits of the budgets of University laboratories, by providing funds, if such 
funds be required, through his contacts with private persons who are willing to make contributions for this cause, and perhaps also by obtaining co-operation of 
industrial laboratories which have necessary equipment.  
I understand that Germany has actually stopped the sale of uranium from the Czechoslovakian mines which she has taken over. That she should have taken such 
early action might perhaps be understood on the ground that the son of the German Under-Secretary of State, von Weizsacker, is attached to the Kaiser-Wilhelm 
Institute in Berlin, where some of the American work on uranium is now being repeated.                                                              Yours very truly, 













Share One; Get One by Brian Do 
Wormeli 166-168  
What: Share one; get one is a literacy strategy that enables students to comprehend the concepts, skills, or 
facts presented to them into a coherent and constructive matrix. Students are prompted to recall 
information and then share ideas with their peers. This entire process becomes a movement activity as 
students move around and share ideas by cooperatively working together. Teachers then can have students 
summarize the information through a variety of means whether through prose or a sequence.     
How:  
1. As the teacher, present the lesson, information, skills, or concepts as you would normally do. 
When there is an opportunity for a break from the information as a period where students process 
the lesson, ask them to use a piece of paper or offer the template yourself. 
2. The paper should be able to contain nine boxes whether drawn into or premade. In these boxes, 
ask students to write down three different ideas, information, or concepts that were taught. 
a. The written information in the box can be a short sentence or bullet points. 
3. After the students complete the three required boxes, have the students move around the classroom 
where they are to write and share one piece of information for their peers’ matrixes. The 
information must be different for all boxes. Continue this procedure once six different students 
have completed the matrix.  
4. A final summative activity about the information in share one; get one is important for teachers to 
have. Options include to write a summary of items in the grid and connect them all or create a 
sequence of the information.  
Why: Share one; get one is a strategy that improves students’ comprehension of the material without the 
stress of high expectations. Students are encouraged to collaborate and work cooperatively with other 
students, improving social skills. Students can demonstrate their understanding by recalling the 
information. This activity also acts as a movement activity which helps relieve students from the constant 
seating arrangements and get their body moving.  
When: This strategy is most effective after reading. The lesson or reading taught would benefit the 
students because they need to process the information and through recall can do so productively. Students 
require time to comprehend the information taught and from this activity can gather the information and 
apply their understanding be collaboration with other students.   
Variations: 
● Foreign Language: Students, during a unit about masculine and feminine vocabulary, can write 
conjugations or vernacular that were taught from the lesson or ones they can think of in the matrix. 
They may create their own sentence that uses the variants and share with classmates.  
● Science: During a lesson about plant biology, students can be assigned to write the information or 
facts that were taught. Some students may write down different functions, cell wall, or the 
mitochondria. Anything they can think of and then share the information.    
● Mathematics: Students can be given a lesson in geometry about the formulas of shapes. They 
would then share and write in the matrixes what information they found of value. Students can 
also be tasked to write their own original problem in the boxes. 
Additional Resources: 
“Give One, Get One.” Facinghistory. Facing History and Ourselves, 2019. 
www.facinghistory.org/resource-library/teaching-strategies/give-one-get-one. 1 December 2019. 







Share One; Get One: “The Raven” by Edgar Allen Poe 
 
DIRECTIONS: After reading the poem “The Raven,” write down three pieces of information about plot, 
characterization, imagery, or literary devices used that we discussed into three boxes. Once you have 
written the three items, go around the class and share and write down on your peers’ matrixes an idea 
they have not used yet. Continue this process until you have all boxes filled done by six different students.  
 
   
   




Share One, Get One by Marissa Jaskae 
Sources: 
Wormelli, 166-168 
What: Share One, Get One is a literacy strategy meant for students to collaborate with each other and 
gain new ideas about topics. 
How: Share One, Get One works by having students split up a paper into multiple sections. The student 
would start by writing concepts that they remember from the lesson or reading on their own paper. After 
doing this, they would get up and find another student and switch papers, both writing concepts that they 
could recall. No concepts can be repeated and if the students have the same concept, they would have to 
think of something else.  
Why: This strategy is useful for getting students up and moving, especially because it’s used most after a 
lecture or reading, which would mean a lot of sitting for the students. This strategy allows students to hear 
different views of the information presented at them, as well as help them process the content.  
When: This strategy is best used after reading because the students use the information that they just read 
to put in each other’s charts. 
Variations: A variation of this could be not using a paper at all and just having the students have a 
conversation with each other. This might make the ideas flow more naturally and create a better 






Name__________________________________________________  Date________________ 
 
Share One, Get One: Element Edition 
Fill in the top three boxes with information that you know about the periodic table of 
elements, then get up and find 6 other classmates to fill in the remaining boxes. Try to 
have 2-3 points in each box. 
 
   
   












Wormeli, Rick and Dedra Stafford. Summarization in Any Subject: 60 Innovative, Tech-Infused 
Strategies for Deeper Student Learning. 2nd Edition. ASCD, 2018. 
 
What is a summarization pyramid? 
A summarization pyramid is designed to assist students with summarizing a text. It provides easy-to-
answer questions for students to answer about the selected text. These questions help students to interact 
with the text in a variety of ways that leads to an enhanced comprehension of the text. There are typically 
no more than eight lines in the pyramid.  
How to do a summarization pyramid: 
First, find a text for students to read. Then, create a pyramid with about five to eight lines. Create simple 
questions for each line of the pyramid that will allow students to interact with the text in a variety of 
ways. These questions should elicit short responses that ultimately summarize the text for the students. 
Student responses will likely be a sentence or less. 
When should it be used? 
- During reading: Students may answer some of the questions on the pyramid while reading and 
while the text is fresh in their mind. Not all of the questions may be possible to answer during 
reading, though. 
- After reading: Students will review everything that they read in the text to summarize it through 
the use of questions. They will answer questions in the pyramid related to the text to assess their 
comprehension of the text. 
Why is it used? 
- Challenges students to interact with a text in a variety of ways. 
- Summarizes challenging texts in a fairly easy form. 
- Provides questions to guide students towards summarization of a text. 
- Enhances students’ comprehension of a text. 
Variations: 
English: While studying The Catcher in the Rye, have students use the summarization pyramid to 
summarize chapters of the text. Depending on what the assigned chapter is about, you can modify the 
questions in the pyramid to better fit the content of that chapter. 
Physics: After reading about the concept of conservation of energy, ask the students to use a 
summarization pyramid to better comprehend the concept. You could include a question on the pyramid 
asking about what sport this concept best applies to. 
French: After reading a text in French, ask the students to complete a summarization pyramid in order to 





Name: ________________________________________ Date___________ Period: ______ 
 
Summarization Pyramid: The Great Depression Unit 
 
Directions: After reading an excerpt from FDR’s “On Drought Conditions,” answer each question below 




1. One word to describe FDR’s speech. 
2. One question that his speech sparks in you. 
3. Reaction to FDR’s speech. 
4. Reason for FDR’s speech. 
5. A book title or news headline that would capture the essence of the topic. 















Summarization Pyramid by Eric Johnson 
 
Source: Summarization in Any Subject by Rick Wormeli with Dedra Stafford, p. 189-191 
 
What is this strategy? A summarization pyramid is a summarization strategy that is incredibly versatile. In 
general, it involves a topic, or a character being described or summarized in growing detail. Shorter and more brief 
descriptions of the topic or character will start at the top and as the pyramid expands downwards, towards the base, 
the prompts become more and more complex and require more and more responses or a longer length of response. 
 
How does a teacher use this strategy? Summarization pyramids can be used in a variety of ways. They can be 
used to have students outline a character by traits like their personality, their friends, their motives, their physical 
traits, etc. They can also be used to outline a story by traits like the setting, the characters, the conflict, etc. They 
could be used to define a more general topic like “The War of 1812” by things like when it happened, who was 
involved, what were the major battles, etc. Each of the prompts for each of the topics would become increasingly 
demanding as the pyramid expanded downward and would ask more of the student in either more responses or a 
more detailed response. In terms of how large a teacher should design a summarization pyramid, Wormeli 
recommends using anywhere between five to eight lines for the average summarization pyramid, but pushing 
beyond eight lines might be suitable for some topics. 
 
Why should a teacher use this strategy? Using a summarization pyramid is an effective way to have students 
summarize in a neat and organized way. The pyramid itself acts as a nice way for students to summarize what they 
have read or learned about while staying focused and direct in how they summarize due to the way the 
summarization pyramid is structured. And by completing the summarization pyramid, students will learn what 
important and key ideas need to be included in a summary as they complete the summarization pyramid. 
Summarization, as simple of a skill as we might believe it to be, is not something children are born knowing how to 
do and having them practice with a guide like a summarization pyramid can help them get better and recognizing 
what makes up a summary. The summarization could also be used as a review tool in order to help students 
summarize what they have learned so far and help to refresh their minds and bring things up to the bigger picture. 
 
When should a teacher use this strategy? The summarization pyramid is a strategy that is most useful after 
reading. Seeing as it is a tool used for summarization, it would best be used after students have read or studied what 
they will need to be summarizing. It could also be used after reading as a sort of study guide where students can 
summarize an important topic for an upcoming summative assessment. In terms of most useful age group, I could 
see the summarization pyramid being most useful in the middle school grades where students don’t have as much 
experience summarizing and may need a sort of guide or outline to help them. The summarization pyramid is just 
that. 
 
Any variations? Although the strategy is referred to as a summarization pyramid, it does not necessarily have to be 
pyramid-shaped. A variation on shapes include a tree with apparent roots and branches to symbolize cause (roots) 
and effect (branches). While shapes like that and the more traditional use of a summarization pyramid are well-
suited for English classes and history classes, they can work in classes like science as well. A cloud-shaped 
summarization pyramid could be used in tandem with a study of the water cycle or the different types of clouds. A 
plant-shaped summarization pyramid could be used to summarize knowledge in relation to horticulture. In the end, 






Name:______________________________________ Date:_______________ Period:_______________ 
Civil Rights Movement Summarization Pyramid 
Directions: Fill out each of the blank lines of the pyramid with the corresponding descriptor below each of 
the lines. Use your knowledge of the Civil Rights Movement and what we have read regarding it to 
complete the pyramid. 
 
_______________________ 












Attempts to solve the conflict 
 
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 





Vocab Strategies by Kathryn Weber 
Source: Burke 267-269 Alexander-Shea, Aimee. “Redefining Vocabulary: The New Learning Strategy for Social 
Studies.”  
What is it? Vocabulary strategies can be used to expand a students’ own personal vocabulary by exposing them to 
new and different words.  
How to use it? (For Possible substitutes) Identify difficult vocabulary in any texts and help the students craft new 
sentences that use simpler language so the students can begin to understand the meanings behind the words. 
Why use it? We should use it because builds confidence in students when they are reading because they will be 
able to understand more words and likely will not give up on the text as easily if they have some strategies in their 
toolbox for how to handle new words. 
When? Vocabulary strategies can be used at any point in the reading process. They can be used to introduce the 
new vocabulary before the students will encounter the word. They can be while the student is encountering the 
word, by thinking of a new way to phrase the sentence the new word is used in. Vocabulary strategies can also be 
used after the student has encountered the word, by creating a word wall so after the students have read a word, 
they can be taught it and then add it to the word wall. 
Variations:  
Linear array: Show the different shades of a word, like what lies between wonderful and horrible. 





Name: ______________________________________ Date: _____________________ Period: ________ 
Possible Substitutes: Bobby Sands 
Directions: Below is an excerpt from Bobby Sands’ diary that he wrote on his first day of the hunger strike in 
1981. Together we will go through the text and rewrite it to be simpler and easier to understand. Write the new 
paragraph in the lines provided. 
 
Bobby Sands: I am a political prisoner. I am a political prisoner because I am a casualty of a perennial war that is 
being fought between the oppressed Irish people and an alien, oppressive, unwanted regime that refuses to 























Vocab Square by Keely Gallagher 
Vacca 267-270 
 
Vocab Squares are a literary strategy that helps students connect to vocabulary words in four different ways. Vocab 
squares are a four point approach, as the students will fill out four boxes that relate to the vocabulary word. The 
way the strategy works is you first start with one square. The square will be divided into four sections (smaller 
squares). In the first box, the students will put the prefix or root of the word into their vocab square. In the next box, 
the students will write down the definition of the word. In another box, the students will write possible words that 
stem from this root / prefix. In the last box, they will draw a picture that calls the vocab word to mind (Burke 268). 
This strategy is useful for students to go in depth on what a word truly means, instead of passing it by simply 
because the word is “too long” or they don’t know it. When students know what challenging words mean, they will 
be able to ease into their reading instead of seeing “stumping words” and simply give up. The students can slowly 
start to learn what the roots of words mean too, which helps them in the future if they come across words with the 
same prefix, or if they know the prefix they will be able to relate it to the new word. Another aspect of the strategy 
is that it is appealing to students who like to draw, so this will be very engaging to students who may seem “bored 
of writing”,  as they will create a picture or logo of their vocabulary words which could help them remember the 
strategy and draw it out to understand the word more clearly. The students will also practice dictionary or computer 
navigation to complete this activity, which helps them practice searching for credible information / resources. This 
strategy is best used before or during reading, so students can find the word before they read the text, or come 
across words in the text to complete their vocab squares. Overall, vocab squares are a rich, engaging literacy 
strategy that can be used across all content areas to strengthen students reading, writing, prefix, drawing, text 




Forests of Stone 
Algeria is Africa’s largest country and most of 
it falls within the Sahara Desert. It also hosts a 
rich rock art concentration. Most of the sites 
are found in the south east of the country near 
its borders with Libya and Niger but there are 
also important concentrations in the Algerian 
Maghreb and in the Hoggar Mountains in the 
central south. 
The most renowned of all these areas is the 
Tassili n’Ajjer (meaning "plateau of chasms") 
in the south east. Water and sand erosion have 
carved out a landscape of thin passageways, 
large arches, and high-pillared rocks, described 
as “forests of stone” by French archaeologist 
and ethnographer Henri Lhote. The resulting 
undercuts at cliff bases have created rock 
shelters with smooth walls ideal for painting 
and engraving. 




Name_______________________________  Date______________________  Period_____________ 
Vocab Squares 
 
Directions: Fill in your vocab squares based on the title in the middle of each square. The word for the 
vocab square will be listed in the middle of all four squares. In the first square, write the root / part of 
speech for the word. In the second square, write variations or synonyms of the word. In the third box, 





Variations of the 
Word: 




     Variations of the Word: 







Vocabulary Squares Shannon Rees 
 
Source: Burke, pg. 268, 270, and A29 
 
What: Vocabulary squares are squares centered around a vocab word. They are divided into four sections that 
prompt students to give an example of the word in a sentence, different variations or similar words, a picture 
that reminds them of the meaning of the word, and the definition. It is designed to get students to interact with 
the words they learn. 
 
How: Provide students with a text/source that contains up to 7 new vocab words. Either read aloud, have 
students read in groups, or read independently. If your goal is to get students to learn specific new vocab, 
provide vocab squares with vocab words already in the center. If your goal is to get them to identify words that 
confused them and better understand them, leave the center blank. Provide students with resources to look up 
the meaning of the word if they are stuck, but encourage them to use context clues and to fill out the first 3 
boxes (part of speech, variations) to try and get the meaning before looking up the actual definition. 
 
When: 
- During: Students will read the text and encounter the words they are to learn/words they are confused 
about. Students will fill out the vocab square once they read a sentence in which the word is used. 
They will then learn the definition of the word, which can then be used to go back and reread the 
sentence and make more sense of what the sentence is saying. Using vocab squares during reading is 
better if your main purpose is to have them deeper understand the text. 
- After: Students will read the text, making note of unfamiliar/confusing words or vocab words chosen 
by the teacher. Students will then fill out the vocab squares of each word, using context clues and the 
reading to make sense of the word. Using vocab squares after reading is better if your main purpose is 
having them learn new vocabulary. 
Why: Vocab squares allow students to actively engage with unfamiliar words. Instead of just memorizing the 
definition, the student has to reflect on the word’s usage in a sentence as well as other words that may be 
similar and may help them remember the meaning, as well as create a drawing that helps them remember and 
demonstrates their understanding. Essentially, they are freshly interacting with the word 4 times (each time 
they fill out a square), thoroughly understanding the role and meaning and variations of the word, which 
makes them more likely to remember it. It also prevents long vocab lists where it is hard to remember the 
definition of every single one. 
Variations: 
- Physics: Have students read a chapter on kinematics. Create vocab squares for position, velocity, 
acceleration, and time to ensure students can differentiate between the two concepts.  
- English: Have students read a Shakespearian text. Provide students with a dictionary that can translate 
Old English to modern English and have them work out words that are confusing and are often spotted 
in Shakespearean work. 
- History: Have students read the Constitution. Work on vocab squares with the students to elucidate 













Directions: For each verb, fill out a vocab square, using resources such as WordReference and conjugaison.net to 
find the definitions and variations of the verb.  
 
  


































Web Quest by Kelsey Lightle 
Description/Summary of Strategy:  
• What: A web quest is a literacy strategy that can be used to improve students’ literacy within the 
subject the web quest is presented. The web quest can improve students’ internet literacy by 
navigating the students, step-by-step, through multiple websites.  
• How:  
o Step 1: Choose a premade web quest, or choose a topic to create a web quest about.  
o Step 2: Determine how students will show understanding from the web quest, whether 
through electronic or written submission.  
o Step 3: Provide students with the link to access the web quest.  
o Step 4: Read through directions and explain expectations of students while completing the 
web quest.  
o Step 5: Have students work through the web quest.  
o Step 6: Once the students have finished the web quest, debrief the students on what they 
learned while working through the web quest.  
o Step 7: Collect answer sheets, or have students electronically submit their responses.  
• Why: The web quest strategy encourages students to use teacher selected outside resources, 
specifically the internet, to help them understand different concepts within a given subject. A web 
quest can be as valuable as a text book resource in terms of engaging the students and applying 
different applications to a concept. The web quest strategy also allows for differentiation and 
group projects.  
• When: Before: Students can use a web quest as an introduction to a new unit, or lesson. Thus, the 
students could be exposed to a new concept and have hands on experience before a formal lesson 
begins. During: Using a web quest in the middle of a unit, or lesson, can help students to reengage 
with the material, use what they have been learning, and work with the resources to deepen their 
understanding. After: A web quest can be an effective tool of review to wrap up a unit, or lesson. 
Using a web quest as a review can help students to connect early information to newer information 
and further deepen their understanding of the concept(s) addressed within the web quest.  
Variations:  
• A web quest can be used within a math class, as shown, to enhance a student’s learning within a 
concept being addressed within the class.  
• A web quest can be completed on an individual basis, or in a group setting to engage students with 
the web quest materials in different ways.  
• A web quest can be used within any subject to help supplement student resources within a given 
topic. 
o English: navigate different resources based off the book being read in class. 
o Science: online version of an experiment that may not be able to be physically done in 
class. 
o History: navigate primary and secondary sources to answer questions through a historian’s 
point of view.  
o Art: utilize different web sites and computer programs to engage students in creating their 
own art piece.  
o Music: navigate different music sites and have students publish an original piece of music 





Name: _________________________________________   Date: _________________________   Period: ______________ 
Pythagorean Theorem Web Quest 
DIRECTIONS: First we all have to get into the Web Quest. Please go into your email and click on the email with the subject line of “EDUC 412 Web 
Quest”. Once everyone is on the Web Quest link, go to the page titled “Process”. From there, each student will be required to complete the three 
tasks listed within the provided packet for this WebQuest. Write your answers in the space provided under each question in the packet provided to 
you. There are three links at the top of the “Process” page that will be helpful with answering the questions within any of the three tasks.  
Task 1: You will learn about Pythagoras, the creator of the Pythagorean Theorem, and the origins of the Pythagorean Theorem. Do NOT click the link 
for “Task 1 – Pythagoras Worksheet” the worksheet is already provided in the packet. Use any of the resources listed under Task 1 to help answer 
the questions for Task 1 in your packet. You will be answering two questions about the Pythagorean Theorem and Pythagoras.  
Task 2: Now that you have background information about the Pythagorean Theorem and Pythagoras, we are now going to apply the Pythagorean 
Theorem to the problems listed under “Task 2” in the packet. Again, do NOT click the link for “Task 2 – Pythagorean Theorem Worksheet” the 
problems that you will be doing are provided for you in the packet. Use any of the links provided on the “Process” page of the Web Quest that will 
help you to answer the questions within Task 2. You will be answering three questions applying the Pythagorean Theorem to triangles.  
Task 3: Now that you have some practice using the Pythagorean Theorem, we are going to apply Pythagorean’s Theorem to outside the classroom 
scenarios. Once again, do NOT click the link “Task 3- Real-World Pythagorean Theorem” worksheet, the problems are provided for you in the 
packet. You will be answering two real-world application problems about the Pythagorean Theorem.  
TASK 1 
1. What properties of triangles did Pythagoras discover?  
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 




1. Solve for the variable b. 
 
2. Solve for the variable c.  
 
3. What relationship describes the Pythagorean 




1. Ellie is building a gate. It is to be five feet tall and eight feet wide. If the gate is "square" (that is, if the sides meet at the corners to form 
right angles), what will be the length of the diagonal bracing wire? Draw a picture to show your understanding of the situation. 
2. You’re locked out of your house and the only open window is on the second floor, 25 feet above the ground. You need to borrow a ladder 
from one of your neighbors. There’s a bush along the edge of the house, so you’ll have to place the ladder 10 feet from the house. What 














Webquest by  Jackie Massat 
 
The need for this particular strategy: This particular strategy is necessary to use in the classroom 
because of its incorporation of technology. It is vital for students in the 21st-century to be comfortable 
using technology and the internet as an educational resource for completing activities and assignments. In 
a globalizing and technology-filled world, students must be comfortable with navigating unfamiliar 
internet links and websites in order to find information and complete assigned tasks for school or work.  
Why this strategy should be used: This strategy should be used because it provides students with clear, 
concise instructions that are easily accessible on the WebQuest itself. It also gives teachers the freedom to 
create an accompanying worksheet (as I did) with extra directions and activities for students to complete. 
WebQuests should also be used in the classroom due to their creative nature—they provide an opportunity 
for students who are easily bored of the same routine to complete a type of activity they are not usually 
exposed to. 
B/D/A and Why: This strategy works best during reading because documents, texts, and even during 
reading strategies can be embedded within the activity. The WebQuest provides an opportunity for 
teachers to place a reading synthesis strategy in between steps of the WebQuest in order for students to 
reflect upon what they have just read, and for teachers to formatively assess students. When students are 
provided with an opportunity to reflect on information they have just read, they are forced to recall the 
information, explain the just-read information, and implement their new knowledge in order to complete 
the posed activities from the WebQuest or worksheet. 
Application in other content areas: A WebQuest would be extremely beneficial in a foreign language 
course. Not only would students work on improving both their listening and writing skills, but students 
could also have the computer pronounce new or unfamiliar terms for them and repeated as needed. The 
WebQuest model would also be extremely useful in a science course because demonstrations and 
experiments could be embedded in the lesson at a video format, and more complex concepts could be 
introduced in either written or oral format. The teacher could even give students a choice between either 
format so that students can learn new concepts in a way that best suits their learning preferences. 
Research behind the strategy: In a test group of 44 students, reading scores were shown to increase, on 
average, by 12.14 points in the span of using WebQuests consecutively for 14 weeks. The same study 
found that out of these same 44 students, 80% found the WebQuest exercises “fun” and “interesting.”  
Source: Truan, Luu Trong. “Teaching Reading through WebQuest” Journal of Language Teaching and 
Research, Vol. 2, No. 3, pp. 664-673, May 2011. http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/ 










Name:_____________________________________ Date:_________ Period:_____________ 
Bill of Rights WebQuest Worksheet 
URL: http://questgarden.com/203/69/4/190914115905/task.htm 
Directions: Fill out this worksheet as you follow the steps of the WebQuest listed under the “Tasks” tab. 
Step 1 - Background Knowledge: The WebQuest says Step 1 is linked to a video, but actually it is an 










Step 3 - Federalist vs. AntiFederalist: You do not have to click on the green highlighted link. Instead, I 
have printed it out and attached it to the back of this worksheet. Fill out that specific worksheet and then 
continue on to Step 4. 
Step 4 - Federalist Papers: There is a link titled “Reading Primary Documents” in case you would like 
to refresh yourself on any of the methods we have previously learned in class for dissecting primary 
sources. This link is completely optional. For the link titled “Federalist Papers”, however, please list the 
answer and the context below for two separate articles from the Federalist Papers. 
 




Step 5 - Anti-Federalist Arguments: Please skip this step due to lack of resources included on the online 
WebQuest. 
 
Step 6 - PowerPoint: Please create either a PowerPoint of Google Slides presentation with the following 
outline: 
I. Slide 1: Name and class 
II. Slide 2: A copy of the original Bill of Rights ( an image is ok) 
III. Slide 3: Answer these questions. 
1.  Was the Bill of Rights well received by every delegate of the Continental Congress? 
2. Who were the two opposing sides in the debate over the Bill of Rights? 
3. Which side made the best argument over the Bill of Rights? 
IV. Slides 4 - 9: Create your own  Bill of Rights for our classroom with 10 items included in it. Show 2 
Bill of Rights per page with a detailed summary for each.  
V. Slide 10: Are you a Federalist or Anti-federalist? Why? 
VI. Slide 11: Do you believe the original Constitution should have included the Bill of Rights upon the 
date it was ratified? Why or Why not? 




Website Credibility by Hailey Mendell 
Source: Content Area Reading: Literacy and Learning Across the Curriculum, written by Richard T. Vacca, Jo 
Anne L. Vacca & Maryann Mraz 
Pages: 36-38; student handout specifically pg. 38 
Brief Description/Summary: 
❖ What it is: A literacy strategy that helps students learn what sources are/aren’t appropriate for schoolwork 
in the classroom and teaches students how to identify a credible source. 
❖ How to use it: 
➢ Note the bias and stance of the author 
■ All websites have… 
● An agenda 
● Perspective 
● Bias 
■ Identify and evaluate Author 
➢ Calculate the reliability of the webpage 
■ Compare/contrast other similar 
sources 
■ Ask questions 
● Do the links work? 
● Do images/videos 
appear to be altered? 
■ Identify purpose 
● Entertainment, 
commercial, persuasive, 
informative, social, etc. 
■ Identify form 
● Blog, forum, 
advertisement, etc. 
➢ Calculate the accuracy 
■ Evaluate information 
■ Consult alternative sites 
➢ Synthesize the information from your 
source 
■ Use information from multiple 
media sources 
● Written prose, audio, 
visual, etc. 
■ Separate relevant from 
irrelevant information 
■ Organize information 
■ Cite Sources 
❖ Why we use it: To teach students the importance of checking if a website is suitable and/or 
credible for student and teacher usage. 
❖ When to use it: 
➢ Before: One must evaluate their source before reading to make sure it is factual. A hoax 
website will provide false information to the reader, so it is best to check to see if the site is 
credible before using it. 
❖ Variations: 
➢ Pg. 36- Figure 2.1 A Framework for Critically Evaluating Websites 
➢ Pg. 37- Website Evaluation Checklist (Wood & Taylor, 2005) 
Mini Lesson: Website Credibility (Teacher Notes) 
 
Why should we use this strategy? 
❖ To make sure our sources are factual and 
credible 
How to do the strategy: 
❖ Powerpoint 
When to use this strategy: 
❖ B- can’t use information that is read if it 
is not true 
Research: 
❖ (Wood & Taylor, 2005) 
Vocab: 
❖ Bias/stance, reliability, accuracy, 
synthesize 
Content: Vacca book, pages 36-38 






Period:________ Date:___________________ Name:_______________________________________ 
 
Website Credibility: The Three C’s of Web Use (Wood & Taylor, 2005) 
 
Directions: Use a search engine to find three possible sources for your research on Impressionism’s 
impact on the artistic world. For each of the three C’s, follow the directions below. 
 
Collect: Write down three sources, URL included, you think will best fit your research. 
1.   
2.   
3.   
Compare: Write at least two strengths and two weaknesses for each source. 
 
Source Name: Strengths Weaknesses 
   
   
   
 
Choose: Write down the source that will best help you in your research. 




Website Credibility by Gavin Wink 
 
Source: Burke, 135-136. 
 
What: Despite what one may believe, evaluating a website’s credibility is not a passive skill. 
Looks can be deceiving, and even if you believe a website seems reputable, there are still steps to be taken 
to ensure this. Evaluating a website’s credibility should be treated just like any other “During” focused 
literacy method. A checklist, as Burke uses, is a fantastic way to do this- once your students find a source, 
as they read through it, encourage them to check back to the list to see how much is or is not there to help 
decipher whether or not the site is trustworthy. 
 
How: Burke provides a comprehensive twenty-four step guide to identifying indicators in a 
website that can aid in proving its reliability. He suggests teaching students to ask themselves all of those 
questions during the reading of a website to inform their decision about it. Included amongst those 
questions are a number that require background examination and research outside of the article; looking 
into the author and their background, the group that published the article, and similar. You don’t need to 
follow his checklist specifically, but providing students with something similar to use is most definitely in 
their best interest. 
 
Why: No matter your content area or grade level, you should NEVER assume that students know 
how to determine the credibility of a website. We live in an era of fake news and misleading websites that 
have been proven to fool even trained academics. For this reason, it’s incredibly important that we 
educate our students in how to suss out and identify the factors that can establish or disprove a website's 
credibility. 
 
When: This is a good strategy to use during the reading of an online text. Parts, like the 
researching of the site, can be done before or after, but much of it relates to tells and clues found within 
the body of the text. Much like any note-taking literacy strategy, it is to be used and checked against as 
part of the reading process. 
 
Variations: Because of the nature of this strategy, it is perfectly interdisciplinary- it furthers being 
a good scholar in all disciplines equally. A reputable scientific article has the same criteria as a 




Name: ____________________________ Date: _________________   Period: ____________ 
 
 
Website Evaluation Checklist 
 
Directions: This checklist can be used to help in evaluating whether or not a website you find is a reliable 
source of information. While you may not be able to find all of the information listed here, a website that 
has most of these can usually be considered reliable. 
 
 This website has won awards.  The primary audience is academic. 
 
 The award(s) listed are trustworthy 
and relevant. 
 The information is easy to 
understand. 
 The website is run by a reputable 
organization. 
 The website has an “About Us” 
section with additional information. 
 The website has been updated 
recently. 
 The website fairly presents both sides 
of a given issue. 
 The information itself was written 
recently. 
 There are links to additional websites 
and resources. 
 The website is cohesive and easy to 
navigate. 
 The distinction between fact and 
fiction is clear. 
 The author is a trustworthy source.  There are links provided to give more 
information about the author 
 The author has sufficient authority to 
be writing on this topic. 
 There’s no discernable self-serving 






Word Splash by Hailey Mendell 
Outside Sources: Cox, Janelle. “Classroom Games: How to Use Word Splash.” TeachHUB, K-12 
Teachers Alliance, 22 Oct. 2019, www.teachhub.com/classroom-games-how-use-word-splash. 
Summary: Word splashes allow teachers to compile a list of vocabulary words, common or new to students, and 
concepts that coincide with the unit they are instructing. With these terms, students arrange them in a way that 
makes sense to them before and after learning the unit. This gives them an idea of their old understanding and paves 
a way for their new understanding (Wormeli, 225). 
 
What: A word splash is a form of a vocabulary strategy that promotes learning terminology through creating 
connections (Cox, n.p.). It is a versatile activity that can be used in a variety of different grouping strategies- 
individually, in pairs, in groups, as a class, etc. This strategy is effective in engaging students with hands-on 
learning that encourages them to learn new words that correspond to the unit being discovered (Cox, n.p.). 
 
How: There are many ways that one can go about constructing a word splash on a board as a class; you can use 
post-it notes, printer paper, computer programs or screens, etc. You can even let them sort out words on their own 
by putting cut-outs of words in an envelope to give to groups of students to try to figure out a series of connections 
of their own (Wormeli, 225). After learning about the unit and vocab words, the students reevaluate their word 
splash arrangement choices and alter them to form a new understanding. 
 
Why: We use word splashes to introduce a new topic to students by stimulating their prior knowledge. It provides 
the students with a visual representation of words linked to their unit that they may or may not have seen before. 
This gives them a chance to sort out the words, individually or in a group, in a way that makes sense to them to 
promote engagement and learning (Wormeli, 225). 
 
When: Word splashes are used before and after learning a unit. Before learning, the students are presented with an 
assortment of words. The students are challenged to make connections between the words in front of them based off 
of their prior knowledge. Then, you provide the information on the vocab words in the form of a video, passage, 
etc. After learning, the students revisit their word splashes and edit them to fit their new understanding and 
connections. When students are done redoing their word splash, you can ask students to display their methods of 
connecting the terms together to the whole class for a discussion. After the activity is done, debrief with students by 
asking them questions like, “What background knowledge did you have before this activity?” or “What made you 
change around your word splash?” (Wormeli, 226). 
 
Variations: There are websites for students to use to create their own word splashes, such as Wordle and 
WordItOut. Students can also construct their own word splash as an assessment to display their understanding of 
the material and their connections across concepts. You can also have the students reiterate their new 
comprehension by linking two or more terms together in a sentence. For struggling readers and learners, you could 
scaffold this strategy by having the students color code or include definitions for the terms in the assignment 




Name: ________________________________     Date: _____________________     Period: __________ 
Word Splash: Prereading 
Directions: First, cut out each vocab word at the bottom of the page on the dotted lines. Next, glue them onto a 
piece of colored construction paper, connecting them together in a way that makes sense to you. Then, explain why 





















Line Movement Perspective Vanishing 
Point 
Eyes 




Word Splash by Shannon Rees 
 
Source: Wormeli, Rick with Dedra Stafford. Summarization in Any Subject: 60 Innovative, Tech-Infused Strategies 
for Deeper Student Learning. 2nd Edition. ASCD, 2019. 
 
What: Word Splash is a random assortment of key terms for a specific unit that students must at first try to sort in a 
way that makes sense to them. At first, since they may have no knowledge on the unit, the way they sort the words 
may be weird. Then, students are exposed to a text or a lesson that allows them to better understand the key terms at 
hand. After the lesson, students sort the words again, comparing their initial impressions of the interconnections 
between the terms with their new and improved vision of the terms. 
 
How: You can cut out cards or strips with the words on them and have students physically sort the words together. 
You can also randomly “splash” the words on a page and let students sort the words on a different piece of paper. 
 
Why: Students will get the chance to try and sort out the words themselves, which will be a fun challenge to expose 
them to the terms. When they go in and re-organize them after being exposed to the text, students will address their 
preconceptions and the interconnections between the words will stick with them better. This is a good way of 
getting students to engage and play with how key concepts within the unit are related to each other, and it also gives 
them the freedom of choosing how they see those interconnections. This freedom of thinking about things allows 
students to personalize their learning and therefore allows them to remember things better. 
 
When: Before AND after. Before is important because it is a fun “hook” for students to play with the words they 
may or may not be familiar with and give them the initial exposure. After is very important, because the students 
are depending on the reading or exposure to the text to enhance how they see the key concepts. Therefore, it is 
necessary to do this after so students can use the information they have just read to enhance their understanding.  
 
Variations: For an English lesson, you could have students try to sort out words that are actually symbols/motifs in 
a book; then, have students read the book, and see how they sort out those words afterwards. For a History lesson, 
you could have a set of words related to World War 2. For physics, you could have a set of words in 






Prénom:______________________ Date:___________________ Période:________  
 
 
Word Splash – Les Fournitures Scolaires 
 
Directions: On a separate sheet of paper, group the vocabulary words together in a way 
that you believe makes sense (i.e. grouping by school subject that uses these supplies, 






Word Problem Roulette by Minh Nguyen 
 
Source: Barton, Mary Lee. Teaching Reading in Mathematics. ASCD, 2002. 130-131.  
What: Word Problem Roulette is a literacy strategy that encourages students to collaboratively solve the problem 
verbally. First, students need to read a word problem and verbally describe the process they would take to solve the 
problem before writing the solution down. Then, students, taking turn, write down a step of the solution. 
How: Form collaborative groups and provide each group with a word problem. Direct students that they are to solve 
the problem verbally, not writing or drawing the solution. After discussing and agreeing on how to solve the problem, 
students, taking turns, write out the steps in complete sentences. Then, a member from the group will verbally explain 
their steps to the class while another member writes the symbolic solution on the board.  
Why: This strategy helps students think about and explain their solving process. By doing this, students will be able 
to understand each step clearer. Moreover, students will be able to consider and compare their thinking with their 
groupmates’ thinking.  
When: During – While working on a problem, students can discuss the solution with each other. In this way, they 
will be able to understand their classmates’ thought process and the justification for each step of the solution. After 
– The strategy can be used to have students share their thinking process. Thus, students will be able to understand the 
word problems and see what steps they are confused about.   
Variations:  
• Science: During an experiment, students can verbally talk through the steps they will take to see if the steps 
make sense.  
• English: Have students, in groups, discuss and share the steps they will take to write an essay (read prompt, 
research, outline, first draft, final draft). 
• Math: Have students in different groups share their thought process on a same problem so that the whole 





Name: __________________________________________ Date: _________________Period: _________  
Directions: 
As a group, read each word problem below. Before writing down the solution, discuss with your group and talk about 
the steps you will take in order to solve this problem. This should be an oral discussion only. Once you all agree with 
the steps, write down the solution in complete sentences, not mathematical symbols. Each member in the group writes 
one sentence and then passes to another person to write the next sentence. Continue this process until the solution has 
been completely written up. Then, one person from each group will present their group’s solution to the class. 
1. Justin put $350 in a savings account at the bank. He receives 5% interest annually. How much money will 









2. Lisa has run many marathons and keeps track of all of her finishing times. At a marathon last month, she 
finished in 250 minutes. Yesterday, she ran another marathon and finished in 235 minutes. What is the percent 














Word Walls by Mason Sargent 
 
Source: Burke, Jim. Reading Reminders: Tools, Tips, and Techniques, Boynton/Cook Publishers, 2000, 
pp. 267–269. 
What: Word walls are sections of a classroom dedicated to vocabulary terms that the students will 
experience throughout a class or unit. Word walls could take the form of posters on the wall, collections 
of post-it notes or index cards, or it could even be a space set aside on a whiteboard. If this strategy is 
used frequently enough, it is likely that all of these forms will coexist in a classroom.  
How: Choose a number of terms that are relevant and essential to the lesson or unit at hand. For most 
effective and memorable use, choose only a small number, around 5-8. Assign terms evenly throughout 
your classroom and have students generate their own definition, interpretation, examples, and related 
words and pictures. The students will put their ideas next to the word on the wall. As the term is used 
throughout the lesson or unit, more examples and definitions can be added over time.  
Why: Word walls, when used effectively, are just as powerful a tool as a dictionary or thesaurus. This 
vocabulary strategy helps students use their prior knowledge to interpret new terms in potentially 
unfamiliar contexts, and it also provides students a visual tether in the classroom environment that they 
can refer to as they work with the terms throughout a unit. By using word walls as a visual tether, or more 
generally as a graphic organizer for the students’ developing experience with the terms, students can make 
connections and examine relationships between terms, be exposed to content recursively, understand 
multiple meanings of the terms, and ultimately sustain the usefulness of the terms.  
When: This strategy should be used before, during, and after reading. For the reasons outlined in the 
“Why” section, vocabulary that is put on the word wall should be constantly reviewed, re-examined, and 
constantly added to. Word walls fail when the vocabulary in them is put up and forgotten about. Also, it 
may be beneficial to make divisions between sections of the word wall when clear distinctions between 
units are made. For example, genres can be one section of a word wall, and in the next section there could 
be a collection of themes. This not only supports the continued use of word walls, but it can further 
enhance word walls as a visual tool.  
Variations for Specific Content Areas: 
○ History: Make a word wall of important vocabulary terms from particular periods of American 
history, e.g. the Industrial Revolution, World War 1, the Great Depression, World War 2. You could 
emphasize how words can change or not change meanings across these periods of time.  
○ French: Put up collections of words that correlate with their parts of speech, or by a particular theme. 
Examples include: vocabulary about etiquette for eating meals, verbs centered around sports, or 
customs and actions centered around a particular French holiday.  
○ Physics: A word wall can be used to display the growing number of formulas used in the class. Each 
formula’s variables can be listed in clusters with it, and additions can be made over time as units 













Name______________________________________________ Period ________Date_______________ 
 
Word Wall Grid for Genre Lesson 
 
Directions: Use this gird as a way to organize the ideas you and your classmates come up with for each 
entry in our genre word wall. We will continue to use this grid and the word wall throughout our 








Historical Fiction  
Romance  
Dystopian Fiction  
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